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miW ADVKBTlftfCM^Nr* THIS WEEK.

burrill national bank,
"Watched by Uacle San"

Allen Rooks—House for sale.
Statement
Commercial Union Assurance
company.
Admr notice—Eat Roel W Higgins.
New England Tel A Tel Co—Notice.
Statement—Union Mutual Life las Co.
J A Thompson—Stationery.
bMTor:
O F Bateman—Information wanted.
Sloop wanted.
—

ELLSWORTH. MINE.

Start the new year right by paying all your
bill* by check on the BURRILL NATIONAL
BANK—don’t cling to the unbuWineaa-Uke

*4%

on

dally balances of $5oo and

cal), phone or writ*, and no

till

oonsMer It

a

HAIL* KKCKIVRI*.
From WKiT-7.il a m,« asand t.fr>pe.
From Bart—1107 a m, It ift. ft.ft' aad 1042 p hi.
MAIL CLOSKS at rufioinci.
Homo Bart—t JO a m, 4 aad a JO o **•
QOTKO WatT—n.45,11 JO am, ft <0 and 0 p m.

over.

privilege to answer.

No

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK.
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fTl MASON,

First National Bank
Main htrret.
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!
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Bldg..
Ei lsworth, Mr..

SALE

a*»210 feet rtf Ian • situate on south s*de and at foot **f Hea afreet. Northeast Harbor.
TbN lot of hind Is on the shore and Pile gven to tow* water itta> k.
Maine
H. W. Carr property. Water street. Acres of Land west side High street. Ellsworth. Me.
Farm with building* In good repair. Acres flue shore property. Ka«t Bluehill, Me.
Onel 1-2 story hoes* newly shingled and painted New stable ?hx32. New hennery 13x43
with *lx acres of land more or Vs.* all free from • ticks, with i.ever-fatllng .veil 01 water at the
dnor. Wood-house and oarriage-honse connected with tl»e house; cuts five tons of bay. This
Is a v* ry desirable location for summer home. or for a market garden. being easily acessttde
to Bar Harbor markets. Situated at Lwinnfnc. Maine, a *ont two ml.es from U. x Coaling
a bargaln—lhc: Sfioon Flood homestead at Surry, about .*« acres; 112 story dwelling
stable.Apply to C. W. A F. L. Mabo*.

ELLSWORTH,

AGENCY,

/

MAINE

REPRESENTS THE LARGEST AND OLDEST COMPANIES.
Risks written under the most favorable

promptly

policy conditions, losses
equitably adjusted, rates as low as
any Agency in the County.

and

CALI. US UP WHRX YOUR POLICY IS ABOUT RXPIRING.

W.

0.

TAPLEY,

INSURANCE.

FIRE

BkTtARY

mayor to be held at Hancock hall Frida y
evening, Feb. 14. The caucuses of wards 1,
2 and 5 for the nomination of aldermen
will he held at the same place following
the general caucus. The caucuses of
wards Sand 4 will be held in the respective wards.

5,

1908

J “5

|

^

No. 6

-ROYAL-

The fire department was called out at
3*0 this afternoon for,a alight fire at the
Burnham boose on Fourth street, occupied
by Mrs. Philander Jordan.
The fire
caught in tfie cellar from a plumber’s
furnace. It waa extinguished before the
firemen arrived. No damage.

baking powder

Imparts

that peculiar lightness, sweetness, and flavor'
noticed in the finest cake, biscuit, rolls, crusts,
etc., which expert pastry cooks declare
is unobtainable by the use of any
other leavening agent.

At a recent meeting of the New E ngland
association for the restriction of immigration at Bouton, Milton Beokwith, of
Ellsworth, was unanimously elected honorary president and vice-chairman exofficio of the executive committee. Mr.
BeckwiUi served as president from the
organisation fn December, 1M, until
June, 1907.

■'

Made from

'*>.V

pure, grape

cream

J

of taftetfc

It is expected to dose the gates in the
dam to-night, and All the dam to
Joy.
n
witbinf about fifteen feet of the crest,
'/ tj.
_nOYAL BAKING POWOCN OO, NEW TONIC.
Mrs. Mae B. Sealander, of New York, is where the water will be held
fpr the presviiiting her parents, David Friend and ent. This will fill the small penstock and
of the role, and remarkable sense of lie to-morrow
wife.
evening, and will contfew
allow the starting of the exciter and the
Here was a pari that was equal indefinitely—permanently if
comedy.
patrccaagm|
Mrs. A. W. Austin is visiting her testing of machinery. The change of the
! to the best professional conception of this warrant!.
daughter, Mrs. Vincent, in Somerville, Ellsworth power and light service to the
Mrs.
Parker
interesting character.
Moving pictures, with the latest apMass.
new power-house will not be made for
I thoroughly identified herself with the proved machinery, and illustrated aomgm.
Miss Beulah Greene, of Bangor, was in three or four weeks.
| part and never departed from it. Mr. will make np the bill, which will be enthe city over Sunday, the guest of Mrs.
Tax-Collector A. M. Foster on Monday 1 Parker and Dr. Latond
played the two tirely changed three times a week.
William A. Alexander.
began the sale of property for taxes. Quite thieves very effectively. The bulk of the
The afternoon programme will begin at.
a number of sales have been made, and
Andrew M. Moor and wife are receiving
comedy rests on them. They are the 2 and continue until 6; in the evening the
the
sale
will
be
from
to
adjourned
day
day motif of the opera. Mr. Parker is always hoars are from 7 to 10.
congratulations on the advent of a daughuntil all are disposed of. Collector Foster : excellent in all of his
ter, born last Monday.
comedy roles.”
has collected all but a little over |4,000 of
Win. H. H. Rice post relief corps will
COMING EVENTS.
Capt. Q. W. Dow, formerly of Ellsworth,
bis entire commitment for the year.
: who
meet with Mrs. C. H. Leland on Pine
was
in command of the sevenThe sale of the property is bringing in
KLX«WORTH.
street to-morrow evening.
master Thomas W. Lawson when she was
roa.iy delinquents, and the collections for
Thursday, Feb. 6, at Odd Fellowa hall—
lost
islands
on
Dec.
13
at
last
with
Hcilly
I Miss Elizabeth Morrison observed her th past w eek have been large.
Fair under auspices of ladies’ aid aocMpall but three of the crew c f eighteen, has
| twelfth birthday last Saturday by enlerof Methodist church. Dinner, 25 oengap
Mrs. E. K. Springer, who went to Boston reached his home in
He
Mass.
Melrose,
taining a group of her young friends,
15 cents.
several weeks ago for surgical treatment, is still
suffering with his broken arm. sapper,
Member.* of the board of trade are re- entered the
hospital yesterday with the Capt. Dow is quoted as saying: “Tbe
Thursday, Feb. 6, in Odd Fellows build; quested to bear in mind the regular
expectation of submitting to an operation Lawson was not off her course. She was ing—Opening of new Gem theatre-.
monthly meeting at Manning hall next to-dav. The hospital physicians, when
not driven to destruction by a storm, for Moving pictures and illustrated songs-;
Monday evening.
Mrs. Springer first went to them, advised there was no storm at the time. The afternoons from 2 to 5; evenings fromVtm*
Alderman Alvin Staples went to Port- her that they did not think an operation
schooner, after having taken a pilot on 10. General admission, 10c.; children- iat
land last week for another surgical opera- would be necessary, and sbq was preparing board and anchored off
the lighthouse, the alternoon, 5c. Programme changed!
tion on bisarin. A portion of the bone to return home when, after a final exami- was allowed to drift
despite my protests. three times each week.
at the elbow was removed.
nation, an operation was decided upon.
1 will report the truth of the entiie affair
Monday, Feb. 10, 3 p. m., at home' ad’
The public library has received from to the owners.” Capt. Dow aays he had Mrs. L. A. Emery—Second in a series-oC
Harry J. Joy, who has been employed
in Boston for some time past, is now sta- James A. Davis, of Boston, the gift of a
put in to take a tow to London. Early in parlor talks under the auspices of the Pkafc.
tioned in Bangor in charge of the opera- dozen copies of “A Little Prospector”, tbe evening, and again at 2 o’clock in the street improvement society.
“Oriental!
J ting department of the telephone exchange a book written by Mrs. Edith M. H. morning, he says he called the attention of Rugs; their Ancient Origin and Modenain that city.
a
of
Col.
M.
tbe
to
the
fact
that
were
driftBaylor,
daughter
Sydney
pilot
they
Development,” by Mrs. N. C. King.
j
j
ing. He was assured that tbe vessel was
The fair of the ladies’ aid society of the Hedgesv'Of Boston. The story tells of the
Wednesday, Feb. 19, at Hancock hail—
in
the
far
West
of
Mr.
and
not dragging anchor, but not a half hour Afternoon and
Methodist church will take place at Odd experiences
evening, Japanese “tomis
well
Mrs.
and
their
little
it
later
she
Baylor
boy;
piled into a jagged reef.
Fallow's hall to-morrow. There will be a
bola”; entertainment by February comand
while
for
intended primarily
mittee of Congregational church.
! sale of fancy articles. Dinner will be written,
Hose Company Banquet.
! served at noon, and supper from 5.30 to young folks, it is entertaining reading for
Thursday, Feb. 27—Masonic district
old folks as well.
The annual reunion and banquet of convention at
; 0.30.
Ellsworth.
W. L. P.*att and wife announce the mar- Senator Hale hose compHny was held at
W.
son of William FerCharles
Fern
aid,
|
Thursday evening, March 5, at MethoOdd
Fellows’
hall
last
of
eldest
Inez
:heir
night.
Thursday
and
riage
daughter,
nald
and
of
Ellsworth
Lenore,
Falls,
wife,
|
dist church—“The Lion and the Mouse,"*
Iva B., daughter of Frank Haycock and to George N. Marvin, of Brandon, Vt., on John H. Leland was the caterer, and he
Ida Jennesa Moulton, imparlaid before the banqueters the following presented by
Mr.
Marvin
is a gradJan.
at
Bostoa.
were
married
of
at
the
21,
Cherryfleld,
wife,
sonator and musieial entertainer.
from Massachusetts college of pharmenu, excellently prepared and served:
uate
in
Wedlast
Cherryfleld
Baptist parsonage
macy, '06, and is at present employed in
Celery
nesday evening.
Chicken Salad
SSttonttomuntg.
Boston. Mrs Marvin is a well-known Escalloped Oysters
E. F. Osgood, photographer, son of
El’8worth girl. For the past two years Roast State of Maine Turkey—Sage Dressing
Irving Osgood, of this city, was a victim hhe
Cured
Sauce
Sugar
Ham—Cranberry
has been employed as demonstrator
of the big fire in Berlin, N. H., yesterdaj-.
Boiled and Mashed Potatoes
Mashed Turnip
HAVING ADDED
for parties in Bangor, Boston and New
i
This is Mr. Osgood’s second experience
Boiled Onions
French Peas
York. Her many friends extend conTomatoe Pickles
Olives
Plain Pickles
with Are in Berli », he having been burned
gratulations.
Catsup
out about five years ago.
Assorted Cake
Ice Cream
The Ellsworth schooner
Harry W.
has
Co.
The Staples Piano A Music
Coffee
Milk
A. Goodwin, sailed
Haynes,
Capt.
Sidney
Holmes
of
Thomas
J.
leased the new store
former members of the company,
from Delaware Breakwater for
Monday
Forty
in
on Main street, and it is now being put
and
New York. The Haynes, it will be remem- with the present and past chiefs
to my stock of General Merreadiness. The company expects to be in
arrived at Delaware Breakwater assistant chiefs of the department under
its new quarters in two or three weeks. bered,
chandise, I am prepared to sell,
Sunday, Jan. 26, short of provisions and whom they had served, sat down at the
The location is a most desirable one.
During the smoke talk which
as low as the lowest
She was reported as sailing for tables.
leaking.
Miss Almenia J. Tower returned Jan. 25 New York
followed, everyone had something to say
early last week, and it was “for the good of the order”.
from a trip to Boston and New York. Her
grandmother, Mrs. M. L. Tower, of Ells- > feared she had been blown off shore in the
worth, has been visiting a daughter, Mrs. gales which succeeded, as nothing was
New “Gem** Theatre.
Martin Thorsen, at West Hoboken, N. J. heard from her. It now appears that she
She also returned with Miss Tower from
A novelty for Ellsworth is the opening
did
as reported, or else sailed and
not
sail
of
will
the
rest
the
New York and
spend
of a theatre devoted to moving pictures
returned to the breakwater.
winter here.—Bar Harbor i.ecord
and illustrated songs. The store in the
comA
to
the
!
on
the
F.
brother
of
B.
hearing
petition
Capt. Calvin H. Gray,
Odd Fellows block, recently occupied by
Gray, of this city, died at his home in { missioners of inland fisheries and game for McCarthy & Wardwell, has been leased,
of
and
the
Little
Big Bog and modelled into a theatre, with raised
partial closing
Bangor yesterday, in the seventy-second j
CASH STORE,
year of bis age. He leaves two daughters— rivers in East brook was held last Saturday seats, stage, and all the accessories of a
be
fore
Comof
A.
Peters
at
the
office
J.
Mrs. A. B. Gillis, of Bangor, and Mrs.
theatre.
MEHenry Lovejoy, of Boston, and one son— missioner E. E. Ring. A petition in
The theatre will be opened to the pub- ELLSWORTH FALLS,
remonstrance
was
C. H. Gray, of Bradley.
presented. Testimony
H.
offered
R.
in
was
favor of closing
by
The Ellsworth board of registration
of Hancock, Game Warden George
will be in session at the aldermen’s room Young,
B.
and
Robert
of
Franklin,
U. Dyer,
in Hancock hall from Tuesday, Feb, 26, to
of Eastbrook. W. E. Whiting, E.
tawrie,
9
1
a.
m.
to
from
Feb.
m.,
p.
29,
Saturday,
E. Springer aud F. W. Rollins testified in
and from 3 to 5 p. m. The first four days
behalf of the remonstrants. Decision w’as
will be for registering voters, and the
reserved.
last day for revising the lists.
new

j
j

j

At

M. E. HOLMES INSURANCE

FE

■

station.

and

Sunday mall.

Mias Caroline M. Joy, of Grand Forks,
N. D., is the guest of her ancle, Calvin P.

We will Mil for you.
We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.
We will certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will ca 11 on you immediately

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

SCHEDULE Of NAIM
tf KU.IWOSTS POBT-OVnOIK
fn ejfral Oef. 7. 1W7.

[

money eider, or worse still, borrowing the
other fellow's check. With us your money
is perfectly safe, and we are now paying
2

K, WEDNESDAY AETKHNOOX

ELLSWORTH.

CORN and MEAL.

IW OUB

paving* glepattment

<

EXEMPT RROIVI IVIUTAXATION.

ARC

FOR

NICIPAL

INTEREST THE
O O ON
FIRST OF" EVERY MONTH.

M. M. MOORE*

AND DRAW INTEREST AT
COMTHE RATE OF"
POUNDED SEMIANNUALLY.

Capital..

Surplus anil Undivided Profits,
Stockholders’ Liability,

■

40,000
100,000

WALL

8240,000

Extra Protection to Depositors,

5ftiti0iif vuistltfompang

Rev. I. B. Mower, D. D., secretary of
the Maine Baptist missionary convention,
will occupy the pulpit of the Baptist
church next Sunday, morning and evening. In the afternoon he will preach in
Hancock. Rev. Mr. Killam will preach in
Birch Harbor and Winter Harbor.

(frllaroortl), itlaint.

55

?

STRENGTH and LIBERALITY.

Z
^

of its strength and liberality, the EASTERN.TRUST
By
& BANKING COHPANY is recognized as a safe and convenient depository for money.
reason

|

Your Account, subject to your check,

2J£%
I

£

2

Unsolicited.

S. Johnson, who has been conducting
I
a boarding-house on Water street for some
I
time past, has leased the Abenaquis club
P house building on Main street, next to the
■ American bouse, and will open a boardinghouse. Mr. Johnson expects to move
from Water street to his new location

Surplus (earned) $400,000.
Total Capital $676,000.

2

EASTERN TRUST & BANRING CO.
\

BANGOR,

S

MAINE.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.
DO YOU WANT FLOWERS ?
Roses, Pinks, Hyacinths,
Narcissus, and Freesias
can

be had at the

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Long dlstauce telephone 43.

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Estimates 'on

AND FIXTURES.
Wiriag and Supplies Cheerfully

The second in the series of three parlor
talks at the home of Mrs. L. A. Emery,
under the auspices of the Park street improvement society, will be given next
Monday afternoon at 3 o’clock by Mrs. N.
C. King on “Oriental Rugs; their Ancient
Origin and Modern Development”.
C.

Interest paid on Chock Accounts.
All accounts balanced monthly.

Capital 9176,000.

CASK

Given.

ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Laundry Bldg, (west end bridge).

next

Monday.

Milton Beckwith, past ceuneillor of
Good Will council, J. O. U. A. M., was recently chosen a member of the permanent
law committee of the State council of that
order. H. W. Salisbury was appointed installing deputy for Ellsworth, E. E. Bragdon for Sullivan, and Elwell 8. Jellison
for the Hancock district.
Misses Carrie and Harriet Baker were
called to Faneuil, Mass., by the death on
Friday last of their brother-in-law, ClarDeath resulted from conence E. Chase.
gestion of the brain. Mr. Chase married
on Sept. 4 last, Miss Ida M. Baker, bf EllsMrs. t uase has the sympathy of
worth.
her many Ellsworth friends.
The democratic city committee has
called its caucas for the nomination of

rue several matters on wnien me

PAPER

Doara

trade committees are at work are “still
in the air”. The committee will have
of

to make at

the

interesting reports
regular meeting of the board of trade next
Monday evening, when it is hoped there
Home

will

be

factory

a

large attendance.

matter is

directors of the

awaiting

The

action

shoe company,

when

a

proposition will be submitted.
petition for dredging the the river is

formal
The
held
ton

up for information from Washingto proper form of petition. The

as

factory and creamery propositions
still subjects of correspondence.

corn
are

BARGAINS,

shoe
of the

The February committee of the Congregational church is to give an entertainment called a Japanese “tombola” on
Wednesday, Feb. 19, in Hancock hail,
afternoon and evening. There will be a
tea garden, ice-cream, candy and mystery
booths, and sale of Japanese articles. The

the committee are: Mesdames
H. E. Davis, chairman, C. R. Burrill, F. T.
Grows, H. E. Rice, A. b. Stockbridge, G.
F. Newman, jr., R. J. Goodwin; Misses
Kay N. Whiting, Ruth Goodwin, A. May
Bonsey, Agnes A. Lord, Leonice H. Foster.
J. A. Thompson, Eva E. Aiken, Mary
E. Holmes.

To make room for new Spring Stock have “bundled” last year’s
paper, and now have over one hundred “lots” from two rolls to
twelve, most of it with-border, at prices about one quarter less than
last year. Each “lot” price is plainly marked, will not sell on
approval, or exchange any “lots” after purchased.

J. A.

Thompson, Main St., Ellsworth.

FRIDAYS

members of

E. E. Parker and wife, formerly of Ellsworth, recently appeared in leading parts
in an amateur production of the comic,

The
“Erroime” at Lewiston.
Lewiston Journal in its report said: “Mrs.
Parker’s characterization of the princess
was admirable. She has the most delightful speaking voice in her level tones, a
most natural and unaffected manner, a
charming appreciation of the limitations

Owing to the number of requests we have had by invalids and
elderly people to come to their home and examine their eyes, we have
decided to give every Friday up to work of this kind.

If this interests you let

us know on or

before the

preceding Thursday.

EXAMINATION

FREE

within the radius ot one mile from our store.
Telephone 2-4.

opera

El.

F\

ROBINSON,

MANUFACTURING OPTICIAN AND JEWS

Ellsworth,
/

R.
Maine.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

Frayer Meeting Topic For tho Week
Beginning Feb. £. 1X3.

EDITED BT

was

nolaci% in derotnd U> the Ortnf*. *•pecinlly to the jrr*n*ea of Hnnoock coonty.

“ABUT MADGE**.

Thin

IU Motto: “Httpfnl and BopefnL"
By REV. S. 11. DOTLE.
Topic.—Mln!vter1-g to strangers and the
Th« parpoM* of Ul» column ata abocIikaI?
pick.—Matt. xxv. a-46.
staled In the title and motto—It la for the mama)
The life of Cb.ist was a life of min- bene ft, and alias t»» be helpful and hopefulMterlng. He Himself said. "The Son Being V't the common good. It la for the com
If Man came not to be ministered un- nos use—a public servant, a purveyor of Into, but to minister and to give His life formation and suggestion, a medlom for the InThe supreme terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*
■ ransom for many.”
access ie pendslargely
■entice that Christ rendered uuto the communications, and Itsf
the support given it In this respect. ComWorld was the giving of Himself on on
munications most be stoned, but the acme of
the cross "as a ransom fur many." but
writer will not be printed except by permission
He who gives the greatest was also Communications will be subject to approval or
Willing to give the least, and during rejection by the editor of the oolnma, bat none
His public ministry Christ gave Hlm- will be rejected without good reason. Addles*
■elf in service to His follow men. The all communication* to
Tex uniCii,
■acred historian tells us that “Be went
Ellsworth. Me.
■boat doing good.” In this respect a*
In all others, Christ Is to be our exTHU IiOXKLT OUVB-M7LL.
More proof that Lydia K. Ptnkample. In His name we are to be kind
There's a peaceful vale in a sunny land
hun’s Vegetable Cempoond mtm
to strangers and to visit the sick.
Where the hills keep gusrd around.
woman from iuficu«p«rttioat.
The "stranger and the sick" refer*,
And the soft breexe stirs the olive trees
Mrs. & A. Williams, of Gardiner,
•f course, to those outside of our own
And the grass that clothes the groaxd;
writes:
households. Yet we need to remember And is the hash and the solitude.
Maine,
"
I was a great sufferer from frmste
that In our wider service for Christ we
Where even the birds are still,
troubles, sad Lydia K. Pinkbamb Vega■re not to neglect the members of onr
X found, untended and alone.
table Compound restored am to health
An ancient olive-mill.
Christ believed Id
•wn family circle*.
la three months, after my physician
He
at
home
in
all
things.
beginning
Thro' the long, bright hours the mill-wheel declared that an operation was absocame first to His own people, then to
turned
lutely necessary."
He healed Peter's wife's
the wor’d.
And the fruit was crushed by the atone.
of 154 CleyMrs. Alvina
mother when she wts sick with the And dripped in silence the fragrant oil.
bourna AveI1L, writes:
In silence and alone;
He visited Martha and Mary
fever.
“1 suffered from female troubles, a
when JdTzarua died. On the cross He But 1 knew that somwhere among the hills,
tumor and much Inflammation- Two
Unseen, unheard, unknown.
future
His
for
the
of
Mary,
of tha bast doctors in Chicago decided
provided
The master of the olive-mill
that aa operation was necessary to save
mother.
Contrary to the spirit of
Was mindful of his own.
Christ, many Christians speak kind
my life. Lydia K. Pinkbam’s Vegetable
Compound entirely sored ms without
words to strangers and harsh ones at So many hoars the wheel must turn
an operation."
And stone on stone must grind,
fesme. They can carry flowers to the
And then he would come to his olive-mill
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
distant sick, but not a blossom to a
His meed of oil to Bnd;
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkloved oue sick In their own household. He knew how
heavy the weight must be;
ham’s Vegetable Compound, made
Many a man’s work In the slums and
How long to let it lie.
from roots and herbs, has been the
many a woman's zeal In foreign mis- Ere he could gather the precious oil
standard remedy for female ills,
sions Is entirely discounted by the well
And throw the refuse by.
and has positively cured thousands of
known fact that they neglect tbelr O child of Ood ! are you lying crushed
women who have been troubled with
•wn homes. This is a false conception
'Neats trial, pain or woe—
•f Christianity. Christianity begins at No eye to pity, no eau- to hear.
displacements, inflammation, ulceraNo voice to whisper low ?
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
kpme and widens from that as a center
•r It has no beginning.
periodic pains, backache, that bearYoung people Your Father watchcth your path beside.
Your harden still His care;
think no less of the wants and needs
ing-down feeling, flatulency, indiges•f outsiders, but think more of anxious He will n>t suff.-r oae ounce of weight
tion,dizziness,or nervous prostration.
More than yaur strength can bear.
fathers and wearied mothers who are
Why don’t you try it ?
Mrs. Plnkham invites nil sick
giving their lives for you. and. while He chasieneth but to parity;
He crushetb but to raise.
women to write her for advice.
ministering to others, do not neglect to
She has guided thousands to
minister unto them by kind words and In love He worketh His blessed will
To His glory's en liens praise;
health. Address, Lynn, Moss.
deeds and thoughtful care for their
our
Is
affliction afflicted still.
seeds and desires.
He leaveth us not alone.
idea of extending these quotations and
But, while Christianity begins at He will not forget. He will not forsake.
facts of their lives over several numhome, It should not end there. Some
He is mindful of His own.
bers of the paper, as it gives us more time
people make this mistake. They have
—an.*o Joh .a a Flint.
to fix these things in our minds; to review
no interests beyond their own PreS l a*Ic !>s
I*
their works and to recall what we may
sides.
Lazarus may starve at their
have read of t hem in the past.
Shall we
gates so their tables are well supplied. De >r M. B. Friends:
A neighbor may be sick, but what L I To those of you who reeogniz:- by the say Oliver Wendell Holmes this tiinj ?
initials the sender of the lines above, the
that to them if only there be no sick
1
Here an some racipea from Aunt Eaima
ness among those dear to them?
Knt message of the poem w ill have a tender
taat I promised you -last weak, I think:
this Is not the spirit of true Christian- significance. She writes: “I w ill enclose a
Fecit Cam-One cup sugar, one cup sour
tty. Our sympathy, prayers and min- poem, and when you have not enough to milk,
two and one-half cups flour, one-half
istries are to embrace the stranger and fill the column you can use it. I think it teaspoonful each of spices, one teaspoonful of
soda,
one-fourth
teaches
ns
and
cup outter. one cup chopped
is
that
what I
the sick beyond our own doors, even
pitience,
raisins, one cup cur.mats, two tsblespcoaifuis
to the uttermost parts of the earth. have to have. Your personal letter was very cocoa.
So-Eog Cake —One-half cup butter and a
Strangers visiting our churches and welcome, and shall be answered soon.”
] heaping
cup of sugar beaten to a cream, one
tndeavor prayer meeting are to be
cup of milk, two and one-half cups of flour,
Dear
Aunt Jia>igr:
one tea*pon lful of cream tartar, one-half teawelcomed. The stranger to God is to
Please »ay to Alexia that I am “not lost" but spoonful of soda, ouc cup raisins. .Season with
he led to Him through Jesus Christ.
vanilla.
have been
summer
weather
ail
The unsaved strangers across the seas winter so far.enjoying
Boston B wars Bkaad—Two cups g sham
There is not even snow on the
flour, two cups corn meal, one cup white flour,
and In our owu land are to have the mountains, as is
usually the case this time of two cups sour milk, one cup molasses, one
gospel sent to them. The sick are the year here in southern California; and thus teaspoonful salt, one Uaapooafui soda. Steahi
•spec ially to be the objects of our care. we of the Maine folk here are deprived of the three hours.
Raisin Pie—One cap chopped raisins, juice
To be sick Is grievous enough, but to view of snow in the distance, and cannot feel
and rind of one lemon, one cup of sugar, one
be sick and unremembered and un- its breath when the wind is from the north. egg, one tablespuonful of flour, two-thirds
We sometimes
feei
a
little
home- j cup of water.
Tisited makes the heart sick in addiHow to Make Harmless Colosings foe
tion to the body.
Sin sick souls are sick—but, nevertheless we enjoy our rosea Frosting
or Candt— Lavender,
two teaand lilies, and landscape so green on plain,
to tie led to Christ. In a word, in the
Blueish lavender,
spoons of bluckberry juice.
mesa and hill. 1 would like a bucket of clams
two teaspoons of blueberry juice. Pink, beet,
name of Christ and for His sake let
though, or a mess cf frustCsh from a Maine cherry or strawberry jui^e. Yellow, orange,
us be polite and kind to all and
lemon or yolk of egg. Brown, chocolate, cofbrook.
fee or tea. Green, noil spinach or swiaschard
I am glad Alexia has received from Santa and
thougbtfnl of the rights, the feelings
squeeze through cheesecloth.
and the needs of all.
Tben Christ Claus a good supply of aprons: and if she hai ! Frosting—One cup of white sugar; two and
no need of so many she can pass them out tc
one-half tablespoon!uls of hot water and one•an say to us, "Well done.”
these who do need them; there are many ol half tablespoonful of vinegar, boil nutil it
BIBLE HEADINGS.
threads, pour this over the well-beaten white
the needy.
of one egg. and beat two minutes. Use one
Matt, lv, Ml: x, 4042; xx, 28; Luxe
1 have been very much interested in couais teaspoonful of vanilla flavoring.
I, 53; Gen. xviil, 1-8; Luke xxiv, 28-35;
Meb'a" letters; and will be more so now
Rom xtt, 9-21; Heb. xiil, 1, 2; Jas. v. having a nephew in the same
This recipe is for Susan:
vicinity.
Yonr column contains many fine cake re14, 15; Gal. vl, 9, 10.
One cup molasses, threeGingerbread
j fourths
cipes: but of all cake X prefer gingerbread.
!
cup of thick cream, add sour milk
I enough to fill the cup, one heaping teaspoonSusan.
Fellowship In Christian Endeavor.
ful soda, half teaspoonful salt, half or level
ginger, as preferred, flour to
General Secretary Shaw In his bienI am glad, Susan, you have mentioned ! teaspoonful
make rather a thin batter and bake in a shalnial report says: Let ns stand by our Meb. We miss her
interesting letters from low pan. When ready for oven sift sugar over it
fellowship. Interdenominational, Inter- the new country, that is, the country new
Thin is not original with me, but when*
national and Interracial, blest of God to her. I
have received papers and you are eating a four-inch square of it (if
and blessing men.
from
her
pamphlets
relating to and de- it proves good, as it ought) think of
One of the grandest tributes ever
scribing Twin Palls. I send thanks foi
Aunt Madge.
paid to Christian Endeavor la that giv- those and to L. E. T. and Nell for the fine
en by those who are opposed to any
collections of views of the places io
onion of the churches, even of the which their homes are
K1TTKKY TO rAKIBOl’.
located. Have
broken fragments of the same denomienjoyed them very mach.
Howard
Collins, aged sixty-six, a vetnation, when they say that Christian

munication* will be subject to approval by
the editor, but aone will be rejected without
re**on.

MASS APS QUA, SOUTH BLUKHILL.

Maseapeqne grange met Jan. SO, with
DATM.
all the members present. The third
nearly
Wednesday, Feb. 12- Meeting of Han- and fourth degrees were conferred on one
cock Pomona grange with Narramieaic
candidate, and the Brat and second on
grange. Or land.
three candidates. Lady officers served reThe worthy lecturer prefreshments.
Capt. A. I. Foaa, of Hancock, worthy sented a Ana programme, as usual.
master of Green Mountain Pomona, baa
been appointed by State Master C. 8. StetNAUtAHlsmC. OELAND.
son an installing, conferring and inspecting deputy for the eastern Jurisdiction of
Mhsrsas, The death angel has seals ra-

Doan'e Olatmeat cured ■, of
ec„m.
bed eanoyed me for a Ion* time.

Hancock county.

Plenty

vinw, no nn.
A. I. Foaa, of Haneook, coonty deputy,
organised a grange at West Eden with
J alien
thirty-six charter member*.
Emery, of Salisbury Cora, and D. G. Hall,
of West Eden, both members of Bayview
grange, assisted him In the installation of
officers. The name of the new grange is
Mountain View. Regular meeting* will be

ttng

on, ye chorus of the morn.
Your grand Endeavor strain
Till Christian hearts, estranged and torn.
Blend In the glad refrain.
And all the church, with ail Its powers.
In loving loyalty.
Shall sing: One Master, Christ, is ours.
And brethren all are we.

golden day. the age s crown.
Alight with heavenly love.
Hare day In prophecy renown.

©

On

to

thy zenith

move.

When all the world with one accord
In full voiced unity
Shall sing: One Master. Christ our Lord.
And brethren all

Let

are we.

work and pray that the time
■aay soon come when Christian Endeavor shall unite the young people of
all denominations and when, in loyalty to our own church and in fellowship with others, we shall win and
train for Christ and His church the
jonng people of the whole wide world.
us

Endeavor.
mighty arm Is long enough;
Young Christian hearts are strong enough;
Its noble name—Eudeavor.
Its

—Irish Endeavorer.

Northern,

interest has been taken in tlH
biography and quotations of Charlet

mourning for a period of thirty days.
Mas. QaaraoDB A. Bona.
Mas. Cuba M. Hcvcaiaa,
Mu. Qaaracos Bcrcaiaoa,
Committee oa reeolBtfoaa.

wee

The 7.
perB.eeent.-Boe. 8. W. Metthe.. cvT

■niaaloaer

Labor

i^

SUtiattce, Au*n,u.

__JB>*6«ral

ThafTelisT

Work

of It Hu Boon Done

R,,k(

Horo in Elio worth.
Curas that last era cures that
toll, ft

thoroughly know the virtues ol
dne yon moe*

Investigate

medi.

j

the cun. ***

i

a

If

they jwove permanent, 1**,.,
Kidney Pills stand this test, and plenty «

eee

proof exists right hare in Ellsworth.
Peopto who testified jean ago to relief
from backache, kidney and
urinary dhnow declare that relief wu
permanent and the ears perfect. How

orders,

SIGHT TELEPHONE RATE.

cm
Hereafter Will Apply to Honrs Beany Ellsworth sufferer longer doubt the
tween 10 p. m. and 4 n. m.
The New England Telephone A Tele- evidence?
graph Go. has annouced that on and after
Mrs. Philena Moon, living three
miles
February 1 the night rata for toll
service will apply between the hours of 10 from Ellsworth, Me., on the
Surry rued,
p. m. and 4 a. m. instead of between 6 p. eeye: “In the faU of la? 1
gave for pebm. and 6 a. m.
licatlon e elate meat recommending Dom'i

_

8KAQIST, SOUTH DKXK ISLk.
A regular meeting of Seagirt grange was
held Jan. 25, with twenty-seven patrons
present. New committees were chosen as
follows:
Charity, Kate Stanley, Setb
Hatch, Hattie Smith; finance, Austin
Smith, ids Pert, Josie Stanley; executive,
Clarence M. Pert, Austin Smith, Anna
Trjcy. The first and second degree* acre
conferred oa one candidate.
After recces, the time wee given to the

change is necessary on account of the Kidney Pills. 1 bad procured this remedy
practice which has grown up of deferring at E. O. Moore's drag store, formerly
calls, which would ordinarily be made Wiggln A
Moore's, and given it to one of
through the day, until after 6 p. m., when
end ebe was
completely
into effect. The result my daughters,
the night
rateygoes
of this practice has been to crowd a very cored of kidney complaint. I cannot aid
lecturer who presented the following proUrge number of calls into a short space of anything to my original statement eicept
gramme : Reading, C. M. Pert; recitation, time
immediately after 6 p. m. The effect that there haa been no symptom of e
Ive Lav is; reading, Anna Tracy; lecture, of this
congestion of traffic is to place return of the trouble. 1 am
pleewd t»
Lyman Stinson.
such a strain on the plant and operating
r-commend Doan's Kidney Pills u e remforce that necessarily a large number of
CASTIXE.
calls are lost or deUyed.
edy which makes permanent cures.
Castine grange will meet Feb. 1 end con“The original object of the night rste
For sale by all dealers. Price SO cents.
fer tbe third and fourth degrees upon a
was to attract toll business st s time when
Foster-Milhum Co., Buffelo, S. Y sols
class of three, the ladies’ degree team conused
to
the lines were not being
sny great
ferring the third degree. The interest tu |
agents for tbe United States.
extent snd when, consequently, the operthis grange ia good. Nearly every officer |
Krmemtxr the name-Doau
eui
gives hia

part without the manual,
closing, and also in the
Ail were pleased at the last

her

or

at the

opening

degree

work.

and

meeting to have

Highland

many visitors
and Penobscot granges.

FLORAL.

|

ao

from

NORTH BCCKBPOBT.

The regular meeting of Floral grange
Tuesday, Jan. 28, was one of interest. All
toe officers were in their chairs. The third
and fourth degrees were conferred upon
one candidate, after w hich recess was declared, and a fine supper was served.
During recess Walter F. Curtis gave
some selections
upon the grapbophone.
After call to order, the lecturer presented

only part

the programme, including
Charles S. Bullock, Maria W.
Lowell and Lucie E. Bennett, and songs
by the choir. It being late, the following
question: “How can the grange get in active touch with more of the lives of the
practical farmers of this and every community?” was postponed until the next
of

| readings by
1

meeting.
Notwithstanding the condition of the
roads, thirty-one members were present,
and one visitor from Mt. Fleasant grange.
A very pleasant session was held.
8XDOW1GX.

The regular meeting of 8e .gwick grange
was held Friday evening, Jan. 31.
There
was a fair attendance,
notwithstanding
the severe cold. The first and second degrees were conferred on one candidate.
A part of the programme was then taken
The question for discussion was:
np.
“What evidence have we that the world is
growing wiser, better and brighter?”
There will be degree work next week.
Cake, coffee and cocoa will be served.
RAINBOW, NORTH UROOKSV1LLE.

!

Whereat, The angel of death has again entered our grange and we are called to mourn
the loss of our sister, Mrs. Mary B. Herrick,
Betolxed, That her death leaves a vacancy
which will long be felt by the members of
Rainbow grange.
Betolxed, That we sincerely sympathize
with the family in their loss.
Betolxed, That our charter be draped and
badges be reversed for thirty days, a copy of
these resolutions be sent to the bereaved family. a copy be placed on our records, and a
copy sent to Thk Ellsworth American for
Willie X. Gray,
publication.
Bessie M. Gbay,
Mar A. Hkrsice,
Ccmraitiee on resolutions.

HARBORSIDE, SOUTH BHOOK3V1LLE.
regular m.eting of Harborside
grange Wednesday, Jan. 2S, officers were
installed by Gladys Black, of Psssadumkeag grange, assisted by Wendell Chatto,
of Harborside. A bountiful
supper was
served, after which there were remarks by
the Dew officers. Conundrums furnished
much amusement. Four names were presented for membership. Although it was
one of the stormieat nights of the
season,
nearly every member was present.
At the

BBOOKUB.
i Chicago, Burlington A Quincy and several
Brook 1 in grange elected officers as
| other railroads. He owned extensive real
estate in many large cities,
including follows: Dr. F. 8. Herrick, master; Mrs.
Omshs. Neb., where in the early ’50s he
Kingsley, I am tempted to suggest secured large holdings. He was born at Alice Stanley, overaeer; Mrs. Fannie
another author
for us to post our- ; Freedom, and began life in an hum- Pease, lecturer; H. J. Nnlter, 8.; Herbert
ble way ig New York city, where he lived Tapley, A. 8.; Hiss Grace
selves and others upon. I
like th€ until
Tapley, L. A. 8.;
his retirement and removal to Maine
L. G. Phillips, secretary; Mrs. Alena
; thirty years ago.
Flye,
treasurer; Mrs. Naomi Allen, Ceres; Mrs.
Neighborhood Favorite.
Martha Nutter, Pomona; Mrs. Lizzie HerMrs. E. i. Charles, of
enH-reu
who
have
say
tried
they
Harbor, Maine, j
everyspeaking of Electric Bitters, savs: “It ii thing without benefit are the people we are rick, Flora; Mrs. Nellie Phillips, organist;
a neighborhood favorite here
with us.” It looking for. We want them to know from George 8lnart, gate keeper. Owing to the
deserves to be a favorite everywhere. It
glad experience that Ely’s Cream Balm will
gives quick relief in dyspepsia, liver comsimple Remedy for La Grippe.
Cold in the Head, Hay Fever and
plaint, kidney derangement, malnutrition, conquer
La grippe coughs are dangerous as they freobetinate
forma of Nasal Catarrh. This remnervousness, weakness and general debildevelop into pneumonia. Foley'*
quent.y
ity. Its action on the blood, as a thor- edy acta directly on the inflamed, eensltive Honey and Tar not only stops
the cough but
ough purifier, makes it especially useful as membranes. Cleansing, soothing and healing. heals and strengthens the lungs so
that no
| a api’JDg medicine. This grand alterative One trial will convince yon of ite healing serions results need be fearec*. The genuine
and
Tar
tonic is sold under guarantee at E. G.
contains no harmful
Foley’s Honey
power. Price 50c. All druggists, or mailed
drugs and is in a yellow package. Refuse
Moore’s drug store. 50c.
* by Ely Bros., 56 Warren St., New York,
substitutes.—G. A. Parcmr*.
So much

deepeat sympathy.

Be solved. That a copy of the** resolutions
be seat to the Baagor Cbmmerctal, Baagor
New* sad Buaaroava An sales* for pablieathorn; that a espy be placed op oar records,
sad that ear charter sad altar be draped la

degree of harvest was conferred on three
members, after which an interesting
programme was listened to by the member*.

!

retort

oar

Lamoine grange held its regular meeting Tuesday, Jan. 38, with fifty-three
members and three visitors present. The

________

The noises'of the ntght shall cease.
The storms no longer roar:
The factious foes of God s own pence
Shalt vex His church no more.
A thousand thousand voices slug
The surging harmony:
One Master. Christ: one Saviour King.
And brethren all are we.

grange sad takas from as oar besister, Charlotte 8. Partridge, therefor*
oar

Busies*, That we. tna»m*mbara of Ifarramiaslc grange, emend to th* bereaved family

Fridays evening*.

—

Is heard from sea to sea
This song. One Master Christ the Lord.
And brethren all are we.

te red
loved
bait

Momin

I

eran of
the Civil war,
and Alphonso
To Aunt Madge and M. B. Sietert:
I wish you one and all a happy and pros- : Broden, aged flfty years, both residents of
Bradley, and both employees of the Peperous new year. What a delightful wintei
it will be! Only a few days before we shall
nobscot Chemical Fibre Co., were drowned
begin honse cleaning. I received two hand I Wednesday night while crossing the river
aome post cards from Ah
between Great Works and Bradley.
recently; one is t
view of her home and place of business; th<
The annual report ot Hon. Pascal P.
other Bay View hotel at South Brooksville.
Gilmore, of Bucksport, State treasurer,
I received a number of Christmas gifts, bui
shows that the receipts of the office durnone was no more appreciated than the
prettj
post card Aunt Madge sent me. Many thanks
ing the past year amounted to {3,306,733.24,
I am anxious to try Uncle Dudley's
recipe foi and the cash on hand Jan. 1, 1937, was
mock deviled lobster; it surely must be nice
{697,971.02, making a total of {3,901,704.26.
1 am hooking a mat: it is 25x50 inches; wil
The expenditures during the past year
later hook a small mat for a centre piece anc
amount to {3,425,236.80.
finish with several rows of oraided cloth
The annual report of the Maine cattle
these make nice mats for a kitchen.
Would say to Irish Molly I have been
commissioner on the contagious diseases
verj
successful in using the mocha frosting. Wil
ohmimala states that during the past year
send in a recipe for
there have been condemned and
destroyed
Apple Saccb Cake
Cream together one
by. the commissioners. 802 cattle, sixtycup of sugar and one-half cup of shortening
horses and fifty six sheep,
eight
add one salt spoon of salt, one-half
makings
teaspoot total of SJ6.
A summary of the
cloves, one teaspoon of cinnamon, a littW
shows that the amount paid for
nutmeg and one cup of raisins. Dissolve on«
cattle,
of
soda
in
a
bit
of
horses
warm water: thet
and expenses during the year was
teaspoon
stir into a cup of sour
apple sauce, letting ii {25,316.96.
foam over the ingredients iu the bowl.
Beai
all thoroughly and add one and three-fourthi
Francis Smith, a multi-millionaire and
cups of sifted flour. Bake in a loaf tin fortystockholder in a number of
five minutes. Very rich, moist, delicious anc
important
railroads, died Wednesday at the age of
cheap. No eggs, milk or water.
at Warrenton, his estate, near
eighty-five
Hope some one will try and report.
Mr. Smith and his three
Rockport.
Jan. 25.
l. e. t.
; brothers are reputed to be worth {40,000,000.
He
was
st one time a
I can recommend the above
of the
recipe, ai Fitchbnrg railroad and was director
s heavy stockcan others of the clan who have
tried it.
holder in the New York A

2""r

ifyj?
tnb^

baurd bar aak the servant to
put,
dav the spout to catch soft water
,h„
*“•* u
nine hard.

ing Jan. SI, with email attendance. An
“All th. little boy. and girU
interesting programme waa carried oat,
who ^
the special feature being a letter read by to go to heaven,” mid the
Sunday
been
hare
Mrs. C. H. Bryant, (opposed to
snprrintendent, “will pleaw riie
written by Mrs. Estelle Leach in 1890. The rose but Simon Snorter.
“And
this
little boy want to go to
local hits were very amusing
ncayeje,
“N-not yit.”

cept

Sperling,
Chicago,

Endeavor la responsible for the present
spirit of union so manifest In many
quarters. We accept the responsibility
and thank God that we hare been
counted worthy to help on the glorious
consummation of that day of which the
lamented Dr. Dickinson sung:
O golden day. so long desired.
Bom of a darksome night.
The waiting earth at las' is fired
By thy resplendent light.
And. hark, like Meinnon’s morning chord.

HiaHLAND, iroKTH penobsoot.
Highland grange held ite regular meet-

The column in open to all granger# tor the
di ecu union of topic* of getieral interest, and
for reportn of franfe meeting*. Make letter*
short and concise. All communication* ran*t
be signed, but name* will not be printed exby permission of the writer. All com-

good

Saturday evening, the in*dilation rLMU. AJica-My.»«Uw', . prelt
woman.
A ant Hand*
postponed one week.
Why
think ra. Little Alioa-You
would

•torm

3mcng % ©ranger*.

fllutnal Brnrfit dolnmn.

I

sting force could baudle
result has been that the
of

deferring

more

calls.

The

general practice

;
:

like

ol be r.

no

calls until after 6 o'clock has

overcrowded

the

lines

snd

util tog rig

necessitated

an#

Simruh.

employment of a largely increased
operating force which can be utilised
only during rush hours. As s matter
the

fact, in some exchanges the number of
handled during the early evening
hours is 20 per cent, greater than during
Commencing Nov 25, UNIT.
BAH HARBOR TO BANGOR
the busiest hours of the morning. The
A M j A M
r»
F K
effect of this congestion, together with
UAH HARBOR. IS ®
ft.
the added difficulty of getting efficient 1 Sorrento.
1
I to.
t *o.
operators for night work, is bound to I Sullivan.g.
lit DeeertFerry.lll»
5 ft 10 ft
have a detrimental effect on the service.
Waukrag 8FJ.I 11 ST 5 IT 10 IS
5 ft IS 14
“There is no comparison between the Hancock.fill es
Franklin Road.I'll t* 'll MB
for
night rates
telephone and telegraph Waah'gt'n June. II OR 11(67 '5*7 10*
ELLSWORTH.
•] 11 06 5 96 70 U
service, because telegraph messages are Ellsworth Falla. It
II ll llgio 4 in UK
filed at any time for night transmission Nicoiia. Mir urn •« 16.
Green Lake.
<14 11 16
11 M
upon the agreement that they are to be Phillips Lake. Ml 43 Ugll
lie® •« 3i.
sent at the convenience of the company Holden.
II 60 11(U « 8» 11 B
ISA < » it«
and are not to be delivered until the next Brewer June. tin
BANGOR. MC. II U: 1 10 7 06 11 16
of

calls

day.

“A

telephone

however, requires
facilities for immediate transmission. For
immediate transmission and delivery the
telegraph companies always charge the
Jail day rate, no matter at what time of
the day or night the message is filed.
“The company believes that this change
will take a severe ami unnecessary strain
off the plant and operating force by cutting out the rush hours and distributing
the traffic more evenly throughout the
day; and that for the same reason it will
greatly improve the efficiency of the service of the general public."
message,

The damage to property by tire in
Maine during the year 1907 was 93,073,420,
which is greater than the total for any
year during the past ten years, snd perhaps the greatest in the history of tbs
State. The estimated value of the
property damaged w as 114,407,746. The total
number of fires which occurred in the
State during the year was 2,096.

Ik
4 90

Portland.
Boaton.

BANGOR

1

pm

Boston.

it oo.
am

Portland.

306.

j

am

AM
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PAIN.

Necessary «o Treat (he Nerves Bo
tjlermslly sad Externally.
Nervous headaches. rheumatism,, ne*
ralgla. toothache, and other ner
troubles
well as

need
Internal
treatment
externa).
Get right at tl
nerve centre
with a
small
dose
<
Neuralgic Anodyue. which will sootland quiet the whole nervous
syster
At the same time, rub a little
Anodyr
on the affected part, and It
will fir
its way through the pores of the ak'
to the aching tissues and
throhbin

a
ra

A-

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mount I

rsvrt

u»i«t HtnsMIl imUioo

TWO TUIP

KKKVICK.

IbHlucfd Knr«».
Bar Harbor
Rockland

to

to

Itoaton S3.0O
otion

B1.7.V

costs

nVT3!1?10

quickly
Ju
throat,

ohSliiK.

13*

n oo
ra

F. E. BOOTHBY. O. P. * *■
MORRIS U'DONALD,
Vice-Pres, and Gen'l Manager.

Neuralgic Anodyne Is so uniform)
In curing
all
aches
an
ever;
30!f1 by dealersthat
where
w
acre 'woY'ik'3
with the understanding
tl
refunded if It does n
do0th-1
11,6claimed
do
all that Is
for it.
A itrs
*
ie

a

in

0 06 10® 6» I®
t #7 II17 141 5*
to 17 10 50: *4 oo '5 B
>0 *4 til 07 '4 46 *5 B
0 IT 11 15 I II 'll
to 61 11 sl '4 31 5 •
7 06 11 40- 4 94 IB
7 II 11 47 4 ft I»
TB II 97 111 •<«
77 ■ UM. <3
* *
Hancock. 77 01 11 15
7 0 111*. • ®
Waukeag, 8 Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
7® US. •*
Sullivan.
..
Sorrento.
...
BAR HARBOR.
1®. 7 8
0®
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.11 am end i® p
m. and arriving Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 14-51 p b.
connect with Washington Co.By
*
Stop on signal to conductor,
g Slops only to lauve passengers from poiat*
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boaton and St John.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to procure ticket* before entering the train", and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls R>

successful

but 15 cts.
Anodyne Is also lnvaluab
curing colds, croup, so
etc., and in taking the aor
°f
»Prains, cuts ar

•

BANGOR..
Brewer June.
Holden.
Phillips lake.
Green Lake.
Nlcoltn.
Ellsworth Falla.
ELL8WOBTH.
Wanh'ft'n Jane.
Franklin Rond.

nerves.

sized bottle

7B

* a
8 oo

eepeclaUv

TO

41
4 19
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6 40 II 45
9 ft
; 66, too
TO BAR HARBOR.

ir“,8e*-

Chanigl?3- CoMTo„&dT&, TWltCht'

S-r.in-#' leave*

n*r llaibor

at

9

*

>Uy* and Ti.ur*»i*y* for Seal Harbor, >ort»>
Kurts f. 'H>uife«rr*t Mnibor. J*toolnirto.
WI
North Haveh «n<i Rncklaml, coonectl"g
•'j.r-i

fUuuitr
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ELLSWORTH’S INDUSTRIAL PROSPECTS.
NEW dam of bar harbor and union river
POWER COMPANY COMPLETED.

Enterprise of Far-reaching Possibilities—The
Generation of Electric Power in Large Volume

An

at Tidewater Means Much for the In-

dustrial Future of Ellsworth.
(From the Industrial Journal, flnnyor.)
of the building
Union river of the highest power dam
and the inauguration of
in New England
electric power develomeiit on a large
scale, is begining to attract the attention
of the industrial world, and in the near
futur.’ the unequalled advantages offered
at the mouth of
by this picturesque city
Union river should result lo the establishing there of many and important manufacturing enterprises, drawn thither by
the abundance of cheap electric power at

Ellsworth, as the

three lower privileges on Union
river,
known as the Boston Reduction Co. dam,
the Ellsworth Lumber Co. dam and the
Hall dam, while the fourth dam was already owned by the company, it having
been used for some time by the electric
light company. The projected development called for the erection at the lower
privilege of a concrete dam seventy-one
feet high and tho flowing out of the three
dams above. On all of these dams were
old-time mills. These have all been taken

outcome

on

scale 1s being built by the same company
for the Port Halifax Power Co. on the
Sebasticook river at Winalow. It is primarily a mass of concrete, laced and
bound together in every direction with
steel rode embedded below the surface so
that nothing is visible but the concrete.
Cracks are never found in connection
with re-enforcement, as the effect of the
steel rods is to distribute the stresses
throughout the mass instead of allowing
them to concentrate in the weakest section.
The dam is ninety-eight feet through at
the base, and being of hollow concrete
construction, admits of two passageways
on different levels, one the entire length,
and the other nearly so. Access to the
power house and waste gates is had
through the body of the dam by a passageway entered from the east side, and oc the
other side directly from the power house.
The space in the bulkhead is utilised as a
transformer house, machine shop, store
room, toilet room, etc. A sluice gate in
the crest is provided to flush away the accumulated rubbish
which may lodge
against the bulkhead.
This is conceded to be the highest power

above with buff pressed brick. The roof
is of re-enforced concrete four inches
I thick, surmounted by asphalt roofing
| which is absolutely waterproof and covered with Spanish tile. The power house
has been constructed by Otto Nelson, s
Bangor contractor, and in the manufacture of t e concrete blocks Mr. Nelson
used the machinery of the Maine Concrete
Co.
There are two turbine water wheels, one
of 1,700 horse power and one of 860 horse
power, the wheel case of the latter being
of sufficient size so that an additional 860
horse power may be added when required.
The water wheels are from the S. Morgan
Smith Co., of York, Pa. There is a Niles
crane, of fifteen tons capacity.
The
switchboard is of light blue Vermont
marble, and is seventeen feet four inches
long and seven feet six inches high. The
electric equipment is from the General
Electric Co., and includes two generators
of the revolving field
type, one of 1 000
K. W. and the other 500 k. W. This current will be generated at 2,300 volts, and
the amount needed for the light and power circuits at Ellsworth
will be transmitted over the local feeder at this volFor transmission to greater dlatage.
tencies the current will be raised in a bank
of three 500 K. W. single phase transformers to a line voltage of 33,000.
The handsome marble switchboard in the
power
house has ten panels, with a swinging
bracket on the end.
The magnitude of the extensive developments of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co. can be realized when it is
stated expenditures made by this company,
including the pole transmission lines to be
completed early in 1908, approximate a half
million of dollars. In the construction of
the dam, forebay and power house about
16.000 barrels of cement have been used.
In rock excavation for the forebay, power
house aud other developments, 20,000 cubic
yards have been removed. The general
formation at the site of the dam and power

plant

is

granitic

interlaid with

Stobcrttefflunta.

A coupon—good for roc box of Sweet's t-arbolic Ointment or toe package of Sweet s Headache Powders—wrapped with every bottle.

The Un/rersaT

Famiijf

Liniment

dolorite,

it is the hardest kind of rock, as may
be judged from the fact that at times
eighteen to twenty drill points have been
broken before drilling was under way.
and

ELECTRICITY

tidewater, the presence in the vicinity of
raw material tor many linea of msnufacture, good shipping facilities by water
or rail, land and labor at reasonable prices,
the

and

a

climate

permitting

workmen to

the
advantageously
thoughoct
entire year.
Kllaworth la peculiarly fortunate in its
location, and nature baa done much to
make it a favored spot in which to do
business and aa a place to dwell in aa well.
It is distant thirty miles from Bangor,
166 miles from Portland and 280 miles from
Boston, while Bar Harbor,* America's
is only about
famous summer resort,
twenty miles distant. Situated on both
banka of I'nion river, the hills on which
the residences are generally built afford
great opportunities for drainage, and with
an abundance of pure water, Ellsworth
justly ranks ss the most healthful city in
tabor

State,
pradically

the

contagious

diseases

FOR

For All Emergencies

POWER PURPOSES.

Electricity will be generated for lighting in Ellsworth and vicinity, and a very
Urge amount of electric power will be j
| avaiUble for manufacturing purposes at
vie:; of dam from down river.
I Ellsworth. A pole line will be erected
during 1908, twenty-five miles, to Bar j
down and removed with the exception of can in New England, and is only exceeded
Harbor, and light and power w ill be fur- j
dam No. 4, where the buildings will be re- in height by that at Wachuaett, near Clin- nisbed there. Work commenced
1
during
tained as a pumping station tor Ells- ton, Mass but tbat is not a power dam, the fall on a
pole line twenty-five miles to j
worth’s water supply.
being primarily for storage purposes in Veazie, and this will be completed during
No more picturesque site for a great ; connection with the Metropolitan water 1908.
The company now has a steam plant of
power development can ^be conceived, j system. As illustrating the height of this
Union river in its descent to the ocean j big concrete structure, it is interesting to 1.000 horse power at Bar Harbor, and the
on
in
first
the
in
a
veritable
note
that
the
specks
picture
Bangor Railway & Electric Co. has an
passes through Ellsworth
j
gorge, the banks on each side being de- the bulkhead are two workmen.
auxiliary steam plant of 2,000 horse power
FORF.BAY.
AND
a
THE
POWER
HOUSE
as well 89 a water plant at Veazie, and j
porcidedly precipitous through quite
of
river
is
the
on
On
west
side
the
the
tion ot its course. The lower privilege,
pow- when all of these plants are connected, if
The
is
er
and
is
the
disI which the big dam has been built,
forebay.
house,
beyond
there is a break-down due to anchor ice or

A 25-cent bottle of Lee’s not only means the best liniment
known to medical science today, but nearly twice as much of it
as you can get of any other kind for 25 cents.
Ask your dealer.

CALDWELL SWEET CO., Prcra.
Bangor, Maine.
Sweet's Carbolic Ointment quickly soothes and heals all skin eruptions.
10 cents.

The Children’s Hour
beautifully pictured
by Longfellow. Sometimes it
is impossible for a father to
has been

share it because of absence

from home due to office

here. The city extends
includes also the head
of I niop River bay, vessels of large site
being able to come up to the city wharves.
Kllaworth abounds in scenic attractions.
was
settlement
KUswortb’s pioneer
established in 1763, the first white settlers
coming from western Maine and New
called
New
Hampshire.
Originally
Bowdoin, it was incorporated by the
the name of Ellsworth in 1800 by the
It was made
Massachusetts legislature.
the shire town of Hancock county in 1838,
and became a city in 1860.
The wealth of water power privileges
along Union river early attracted attention, and, as the territory drained by it
was
offered with virgin timber, the manufacture of lumber became the chief Industry. In 1872 there were on Union river
within the limits of Ellsworth seven dams
and twelve saw mills running day and
night throughout the open season, cutting
in the vicinity of 60,000,000 feet of lumber annually, the skies at night being
lurid with the light from the burning
unkown

or

RIVEH

POWER

exigencies

which

com=

him to travel, unless—

Unless he has

a

telephone

his home, and, while

on

in

the

road, bethinks himself to call
up from

of

a

mile

from me

quarter
of the city, and the monster concrete structure is visible from the bridge
on which Main street crosses Union river.
The projected lake that w ill be created by
the new dam will be nearly two miles in
length, and in places three-fourths of a
mile wide, with a depth varying from
a

center

I

twenty to sixty feet.
transformation
the
To understand
wrought, it is interesting to note that the
surface of the lake will be on a level with
the top of the fourth dam, while the other
two dams will be completely submerged.
DESCRIPTION

OF

THE

DAM.

Work commenced on the site of the dam
on February 1, 1907. Shanties were erected,
coffer dams commenced, and the locality

It

became t^e center of much activity. A
steadily increasing number of workmen
crew
j was employed, and by June the
numbered 230, and this was about the avft
rage up to December. The unusual eondition was presented of a big ledge in the
! middle of the river just where the dam
! was to be constructed, and this was of
assistance in facilitating the pro| material the
work.
gress of
j The contractors have been the Ambursen
Hydraulic Construction Co., with
headquarters at 176 Federal street, Boston,
the company being represented by J. A.
Kellogg as superintendent of construction
with W. J. Kellogg as assistant. The
1

|

former was called to Wyoming in November to attend important work there, and
the Ellsworth developments have been
carried to successful completion under the
superintendence of W. J. Kellogg.
The laying of concrete commenced June
9, and work has been prosecuted with
great vigor and under the most favorable
of'auspices. The mild w’eather throughout the fall and early winter was helpful,
and the great structure is now completed.
The dam is of concrete, thespillwpfiy being
sixty-five feet high, and the^bulkhead
seventy-one feet in height, while the
length over all is 450 feet. It is an apron
dam of concrete-steel construction, and
is the first of its kind to be erected in
although another on a smaller

Maine,

of the forebay are 80x1.50 feet,
this is of concrete construction with
the exception of the southerly end, which
is a heavily timbered horse dam, built with
view of an enlargement of the forebay in
From the forebay two steel
the future.
penstocks eight feet in diameter will carry
the water to the power house, and there
is a smaller penstock for the exciter.
The power house, which is at right
angles to the dam, is 50x70 feet, with a
height from the floor to the apex of the
ceiling of about fifty feet. It is of very
substantial construction, and is said to be
the best concrete building in New England. The walls are of concrete blocks,
and the cornices are re-enforced concrete.
The interior of the building is liued with
white enameled brick to the gallery, and

1

i

owatts, and by an extension to the power
house and addition of another generator
and water wheel, the power available can
be increased to about 5,000 horse power,
The distinctive features of the Ellsworth
development, and which make it notably
(Continued on page 5.)

to him and
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j
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Sprain

l

is invaluable in an emergency of this
it quickly relieves the*soreness and congestion,^«
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and

great pleas=

It is worth much; it costs

Sloan's Lii\inyei\tj
kind.
i

reduces the

a

to them.

or Strain
must have immediate attention

A

pay station.
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scarcity of water or any unusual conaitions, surplus power can be readily
transferred from the steam plants to any
point required, it being the intention to
equip both the Bar Harbor and Veazie
plants with specially made transformers.
The Ellsworth plant as at present installed will devlop 1,500 kilowatts in two
units of 1,003 and 500 K. W., and this will
be equivalent to about 2,200 horse power.
Place has already been provided in the
forebay for an enlargement of 2,000 kila

dimensions

and

a

The “Good Night” mes=
sage is a great comfort

VIEW OF DAM FROM UP RIVER.
taut less than

CO.

has long been the desire to have more
thoroughly utilized the unrivalled water
power on Union river, and some years ago
the Bar Harbor A Union River Power Co.
was organized.
Thie corporation is an
amalagamation of the Ellsworth Water
Co., the EUsworth Electric Illuminating
Co. and the Bar Harbor Electric Light
Co.
About 1603, J. A. Leonard, an engineer
of high ability and wide experience, began
an exhaustive survey of the water-power
possibilities of Union river, and he has
continued on the scene down to the present time, the work of construction of the
great dam and power plant having been
done under hia supervision, with the eminent engineering firm of Sellers A Rippey,
of Philadelphia, aa consulting engineers.
The financial end of this stupendous enterprise has called for a master hand.
The original promoters of the company
were unable to raise the necessary funds,
but July 1,1807, John R. Graham, Bangor’s
trolley magnate, who has scored such a
distinct success in the management of the
Bangor Railway A Electric Co. and the
Lewiston, Augusta A Waterville Co., purchased the oontrol and reorganized the
company, with John R. Graham, of Bangor, aa president and treasurer; H. M.
Hall, Ellsworth, secretary and Frank
Silliman, Jr., of Scranton, Pa., H. L. Clark,
of Philadelphia, John R. Graham, of Bangor, Henry B. Ivere, of Bangor, and James
W. Cartwright, of Bangor, directors.
The company acquired by purchase the

to

pel

waste.

With the decline of the lumber industry on the river, one saw mill alter another has passed out of existance, and the
outcome has been that the community has
fell deeply the wane of its chief means of
support, but fortunately other industries of
varying importance have sprung up in the
meantime, and Ellsworth is to-day a busy
and thriving city of nearly 5,000 people.
»AB HARHOB A UNION
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FIFTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL STATEMENT

ANNUAL REPORT of the Directors of the
INSURANCE COMPANY to Policyholders

FIFTY-EIGHTH
THEUNION
MUTUAL LIFE

OF THB

is herewith submitted.

The conThe past year was an unusual one in Life Insurance experience.
great power ditions under which the business was transacted differed broadly from any prei
lead men into participating in their
exact2,430 to
vious period. and were more onerous than at any prior time. Under the
Average for the year of 1907,
After getting the heathen wife,
errors.
maintain the enthusiastic
to
difficult
was
of
several
states
tt
new
laws
j the next step was to worship the heathen ing
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 5, 1908. god instead of Jehovah, because the interest of agents in the work because of the decreased, many say inadequate,
be given, the result being that a substantial jsirtionof
| former was less exacting than the latter, compensation they could
the
men who actually secure the applications, telt it necesfield
the
“easier
to
with*’.
workers,
and
hence
is
letter
get
along
The Washington
printed ;
Other canvassing agents, willing to meet these
The twenty-fifth chapter of Numbers sary to abandon soliciting.
tSfchis week on pnge 7
has an interesting account of one of these statutory requirements and determined to energetically prosecute their labors,
work will, as
Certain men of Israel got to
occurrences.
are gradually being secured, so t’iat the retarding of agency
W-3 reprint this wot-k, on pages 3
flirting with the daughters of Moab. time passes, be overcome.
of
the
ot
a
-~<u»d 5,
write-up
large jjart
Plague followed. Moses saw that vigorNevertheless, though the attending circumstances were adverse. 1,001 Policies
riba big Union river dam and Ells- ous measures were
necessary, but while
basis were placed upon the books.
vworih's industrial prospects printed they were being carried out, Zirari had of #2,329,239 Insurance upon the paid-for
Regardless of the unsatisfactory insurance conditions, however, the ComIn fbis month’s issue of the Industrial the audacity to bring a
Midianitish
the Assets having increased
„Jk»r* u.i7. The cuts used wiih the article woman into the congregate m—into the pany has made gratifying progress financially,
now standing at $13,771,671.73, while the Surplus shows a
very presence of Moses. Phinehas, the *1,077,26.3.16 aud
'ivdly loaned by the Journal.
son of Eleazor, was filled w ith righteous
strong advance to $632,582.73.
{ indignation. He remembered Aaron's exThe appraisement of the Company's securities, used in valuing the Assets,
•COUNTY GOSS!I*.
i perience with the golden calf, and wisely was made jointly by three New England banking houses of high standing,
Candlemas day, half fair, half foul. ha9 decided not to repeat his grandfather's Timberlake & Webb, of Portland, whose senior member was formerly Hank
Tthe weather-wise still guessing as t*< » hat mistake, so he made quick work with I
Examiner of Maine, Kidder, Peabody A Co. and Lee, Htgginson & f'o., of Hustiie remainder of the winter has instore Zimri and Cozbi.
ji
ton, Mass., who are well-known throughout the country. Messrs. Timberlake
we
and
have
xiRrnft.
But history repeats itself,
IVebb were assisted in the work by the present Hank Examiner of Maine,
of
in
it
Maine &
been having an example
The -eported agreement of fishermen
politics, for while resubmission has been > Hon. Will.am H. Skelton.
along the coast to sell no more short lob- the opposing party’s god, it must lx? adThe premium income for the year readied $2,214,o38 07, which is somewhat
sters .is causing worry on the part of a
mitted that certain republican politicians less than in 11*06, and is accounted for by the decrease in New Insurance,
large number of respectable citizens who at times have become infatuated with the the renewal
premiums being larger in aggregate than the figures of a year ago.
are always complaining of non-enforcestrange woman, but whenever they have Tae income from other sources, interest, dividends, rents, etc., was greater
ment of law, but who never hesitate when
ventured to bring her into the republican than the
year before, while the Total Income of the year stands at #2,1*22,an opportunity to corner a dozen “shorts”
camp, she has been kicked out as an uxi- 801*. 18.
/presents itself.
clean beast.
Insurance in Force upon the paid-for basis on December 31st, lt>07, aggre.
lots
is
in? experience oi me pa si,
aim
Mrs. Edward Coles, of Philadelphia, one
gated 44,702 policies of #62,842.5u7, representing a br 'ad brotherhood associreason to think it will he
of Bar Harbor’s prominent summer resi- there is little
ated together for mutual aid and guided by a common impulse to continue,
.dents, has offered an award of $100 in different in the futur?. So, in the coming:
of our republican candi- j beyond the years tney shall live, the protection of dependants which duty obcash “to that boy who on his graduation campaign, if any
from the high school is, in the opinion of dates contemplate flirting with this demo- ligates and family fealty impels.
Death Claims paid during 1007 aggregate *757,701.36, being #72,336.63
ibis schoolmates, the most honorable and cratic idol, it would be well for them to
remember the fate of Zimri, for there
than the year before, and representing money actually disbursed in
the cleanest
the most suc-

i or righteousness,

_r!T-ZZ-

_

OF TIIE

much as they do now.
The bibie contains quiet a full history
I of an ancient people the children of Israel.
The besetting sin of the men of Israel was
getting after other people’s gods, and they
The j were often led into their sin by heathen
j women women who had no faith in God
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FIFTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT

History Repeats Itst»2
Mt. 1>e~ekt, Feb. 3,1908.
7o the Editor of The American:
Human nature is about the same at all
tones and every where.
Culture, ethics,
morals and religion are forces which

MMAt AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
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CorrcspanTirmr.

Union Mutual Life Insurance

but who had

<
1

living,

considerate towards others,
without regard to scholarship or athletics.” Mrs. Cole’s idea as to making this a
feature

be

permanent
may best
given in
ber own words: “My desire is to give
4bis each year as long as 1 live. On my
^aath my children will assume it, and I
A ope my grandchildren will continue it,
making it a perpetual memorial to my
buaband, and I trust a perpetual stimulus
for good. But as it is an experiment, and
'disadvantages may arise which 1 cannot
foresee, I would prefer to do it from year
•to year only.” While only the boys in
Ahe graduating class are eligible to the
•ward, every pupil in the school is enti•tled to vote in the bestowing of it.

greater

would be many, many republican voters
whose indignation and action would be

as intense and aggressive as were
of Phinehas.
Let us remember that as vote-getters
republican resubmissionista have not been
a success in the past, and it is not likely
that they will do better in the future.
R. L. Grindle.

states and territories and in Canada, carrying comfort into nearly
five hundred homes where sorrow was supreme, smoothing many a path otherwise rough with hardship. But sentiment is not alone the foundatfbn upon
which Life Insurance stands; sound business sense forms another important
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Interest,

pecially if it be
accomplished,

Union

31, 1907.

Receipts.
$3,214,039
708,771

(lea*

07
ll

*2-922,809 IS

Disbursement*.
Death Claims lesa 85,000 re insurance'.
Matured and Discounted Endownments...

$757,701

Surrendered and Canoelled Policies....

242,19#

Snrp'.us paid

Policyholders.dA.

paid

78

105,799 46
2,39161

Annuities.JB.
Total

36

156,763 07

Policyholders.JfF.61,264,855 29

Insurance and Agency Expense*.
Home Office Salaries and Legal Expenses.
Taxes on Insurance...

231,396 46
87,202 2<;

Taxes, Repairs and Expenses on Real Estate.
Medical Examinations.
Advertising, Printing, Postage, etc.

44,690 57
5,44100

46,481 49

7,743 13
10,232 19

All other Disbursements.

Notices of Death received daring 1907.
New Insurance written daring 1907, paid-for basis,

$756,223

62

undertaken to consider the wealth of

good

this

has

help

kept

policies

varying periods by

occasionally

long

beneficiary

slightest
perplexity

policies usually
implies,
importance
yielded
unfailing

quently
possessions
by

altogether neglected always
placed,
they
invariably
possible,

1,601 Policies ...
Insurance in Force, December 31, 1907, paid-for

$2,329,239 Insurance

basis, 44,702 Policies.
Schedule of Assets.

$62,842,507 Insurance

U. S. Government Bonds. •

64,542 50
226,156 25
80,577 37
152,250 96
30,432 50

Commonwealth of Massachusetts Bonds.
Province of New Brunswick Bonds.
Province of Manitoba Bonds.
Montreal Harbour {Debentures' Bonds.
Province of Ontario Annuities.
County and City Bonds

296,372
1,635,830
3,673,530

15
72
12

Railroad Bonds and Stocks
Water, Gas and other Corporation Bonds and Stocks, 2,189,418 10
Bank Stock.
282,912 15
Collateral Loans. 1,567,238 59
Mortgages oi Real Estate. 1,120,853 95

Cash In Banka.
Collateral Loans on Policies.

241,457
612,814
81,228

Loans on Policies.
Agents and other Ledger Balances.
Cash in Office.:...

06
99
64

7,893 19
530 03

Premiums in course of collection net.
Deferred Premiums net).

183,502

interest and Rents, Accrued and Past Due.
Forborne Premiums.

127,556

14

108,890 96
84

*30 25

Gkoss Assets, Dec. 31, 1907.

$13,771 87171

Liabilities.
Reserve required to insure all outstanding Policies, #12,801,376 00
The reserve of the Company U calculated upon a basis of
per cent, on business writteu prior to Jan. 1. is»l, and S
per cent, on business written subsequent to that date
t

All other

representing

liabilities.

237,912 93

through

during

placing

forming

rigidly

unquestioned
unfaltering
confidently
fifty-ninth

$13,139,2893
Surplus.

1905.
The undersigned have this
day examined the Securities of the l'M0*
Mutual Life Insurance Company, in the vaults of the
Union Safe Deposit
and Trust company, and find them as stated in the

Schedule.

Fred E. Richards, President,
1
Arthur L. Bates,
Vice-President, j
Edward A. Noyes,

Respectfully

Richards,
Bates,
Noyes,
Hobie,
Allen,
Connor,
Hamilton,
Lang,
Cleaves,

_

—

Frederick Robie,
Henry B. Cleaves,
Josiah H. Drummond,
J. Frank. Lanq,

M

7!“TJi,y

that 1

,,

Portland,

—

Evening

SpeUal jftauu&w

STATE OF MAINE.
at 7.3*).

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.

Sunday, Feb. 9
Morning
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
—

service at

Evening

7.30.

dition.
ORGAN—A
American.

small

parlor

at 7.30.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. V. F. Hen dee, pastor.
Suaday, Feb. 9
Morning service at
10JD. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Junior league at 3. Evening service at 7.30. “Abrham Lincoln,” second of
aeries of talks on prominent characters in
—

and

bible study Friday

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one srsy to cure deaf ness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by
an inflamed condition of the mucous lining
of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is
inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
closed, Deafness is the result, and unless the
inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will
be destroyed forever; nine caeee out of ten
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send
for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY 3t CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggiata, 75c.
--Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

organ; in

Address, Organ,
limited

good concare

prices.

at

The

of lumber-

quantity
LUMBER—A
joist, planed spruce and pine
etc~
reasonable
M. C.

boards,
Austin,

Mills, Egypt. Me.
the L. W. Higgins hou«t* on
East Maple street; 7 large rooms, stoue
and cemeLt cellar; in good condition. Will
be sold cheap for cash, or on easy terms. Inquire on premises. Allen Rooks, East Maple
Cnnicalocus Park

Prayer meeting Friday evening

history.
Prayer meeting
evening at 7 JO.

JspU.ai J&Olui...

service at 7.3*).

Prayer meeting Friday evening

^service at

January

FORMERLY

St., Ellsworth. Me.

TOantt).
Concerning Mary A.
in Ellsworth about 1838,
daughter
Joseph and Margaret (Leahy)
8prowle; died in Cambridge, Mass., recently.
Any Information as to her relatives may be
sent to O. F. Bateman, P. O. box 9645, Boston,
Mere.

INFORMATION
Sprowle, born
of

—

40 foot gasolene sloop for
fishing business.
Most be able and in
good condition. Address, naming price, also
age. Rise, and builder of boat and power and
name of engine, Factory, 63 Long Wharf,
Boston, Maas.

SLOOP—A

38

to

Ixgal Natans.
nHHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X site has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
RUKL W. HIGGINS, late of
la the county of Hancock, deceased,; and
■Wen bond, aa the law direct.. All percons
haring demands against the estate
of said deceased arc desired to present
the same for settlement, and nil Indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAlicb B. H looms
mediately.
Ellsworth, Feb. S, 1908.

ELlSWOTH.

PUBLIC NOTICE.

conformity with the provisions of Chapthirty-two of the Revised Statutes,
upon the petition of five or more citizens
of the State, and deeming it for the best interest of the State, the Commissioners of In-

IN
and

ter

land Fisheriea and Game, after due notice to
all persons interested in the subject matter of
said petition, sod public hearing thereon in
the locality to be affected, and deeming it
necessary and proper tor the protection and
preservation of the inland fish of the State,
hereby adopt the following needful rules and
regulations relating to the times and places
in which and the circumstances under which
inland fish may be taken io t e waters of
Blnnt’s Pond, in the town of Lamoine, county
of Hancock.
BULBS AND BBGULATIONS.
Section 1. There shall be s close time for
four years on Blunt’s Pond, so called, situated in the town of Lamoine, county of Hancock, from October 1 to
1. of each

year,

during which time it shall be unlawful to Aah
for, take, catch or kill any kind of fish in said
pond.

Section 1. It shall be unlawful for any person, for four years, to fish for or catch any
kind of fish in said pond on Sunday of each
week.
Section 3. It shall be unlawful for any person daring the time it is lawful to fish in said
for four years, to take or catch more
pond,
than twelve Osh in any one day.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of January, a. d.
1906.
L. T. Caulbton Chairman.
J. W. Bbackett,
E. E. Ring.
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game.
FREEDOM NOTICE.
HEREBY release to my minor son, Cecil
L. Butler, his time daring the remainder
his minority. I shall claim none of his
»°r pay any bills of his
contracting
FJMd*
after this date.
Hibam a. Butlbb.
West Franklin, Me., Jan. 1,1903.

J

COMMISSION.
rPHE Commissioners appointed by the Got* n vest igalc tbe present
®/“0r
system of

taxatloo and to make recommendations
to
the next legislature will give
public hearings
at their office. Baiter
Building. Portland.
o'clock a. m.. as follows;
February
consider taxation of Steam

at*0

M^To

FebrUtta?iroads0
Fvbruarv 27.

consider

T““tiub

street

To consider Taxation of Tele-

phone and Telegraph Companies.
Every taxpayer of Maine ia invited to send
f*11168. helpful suggestions to
*ndj
the Commission.
Mobsill N Drew.
Chairman.
THE

Augusta, Maine, January 3,1908.

h7dth«^nt^»P?2y’n
by

STATUTE OP THE STATE OP MAINE.
was hunting and
shooting as usual
in Ciiidohloua pari, Oct. s.
twii. TheSUte of Maine must
indemnify me
in the sum of *3,000 and
*7,000. i. e. (ten
thousand dollars) for nullification of
Sunday
A,ltk* amount must he
paid to me for each and
every violation of the
Decalogue by the State of Maine and the federal government of the United SUte of
AmerCwTHaaiBB Parrs Acstis.

THERE
°~u8oi"1,y
nairt*to

!

ln,,the

(8igned)

Aloermen ot the City
of Ell.worth Maine, lor a location
tor it.
pole, and wlrea thereon, and the necesaarr
•iipportlngand strengthening tirture.
"tr"U “d

hUh‘-.y.i<Vldc0Uy,n‘
Said Company agree*

for
for

anJ

p** p®rpo«*»deognate

pole* to
erected under
°* *uch offic*r’ »* “‘I
city

abXwSMS,'1"
Third St.,

,tr,e'‘ *DJ

hi«h"**'

leugth.
HancOwk St., entire length.
Central
entire

Franklin

Aug. 21,1007.

DO
rrom

M«v C. F.arx Acs™.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cnnlculoens Park.
demand nmtamttow to lifa
a

Maine,

mm

1

I

___

01

tbs

Arthur L. Bates.

length.

St/"001 Main 5t'

*° iU

Fine St., entire length.
Fourth St., entire length.
January a. 1903.
New England Telephone

*unctioa w»«b

same

western

Elmku E. Tokkky. Winter H*rW»r*

chargee.
Maine.

JtiBurancf j&tatnnrnia.
INION ASsUD>*t
CO. Ltd.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1907.
m
Real e*»a»e,
t
».0»"
Mortgage loan..
Stock, sad i-onds.

COMMtKtlAL

<**'522

Ca.hiDofflceandb.uk,
Agent.' balances,
Bill, receivable,
Interest and rent..

1I)'!SS
r.two^

•‘’’TIHSm
17.7&•

Oroa.

and

Houston.
General Manager.

of

the

All other .Met.,

Com fan v.
TBiBOJUM
By Fianci* A.
Citv

bay of OrinditoM
a boat, peeped build. Owner c®*
by proving property and

BOAT—In
Neck,
have

to reserve space for
°f a11 th* *ho**

a»*<J

”

may

on

Jimft.

tlfSShnT *Vhe
fire alarm and police Mirml
telephone,

\
Ellsworth, Maine.
of Aldrrmre,
February 3.1908.)

In Board

au«t..
Deductl'ems not

iM^il
pgsgpsl
A trnr «>P)r °l

petition. aid nolle, thereon
Attest: John A.

Ccm„0„V

City Cler*.

admitted,

$ii,744,997 **

Admitted assets,

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1*7.
Nat unpaid loam.
Unearned premium.,
3,i»l^*

*i'S'2tl

All other

Surplus
Total

THE

Cnnictt,°-

Trust Company,

NOTH’*.

N?wTelephone and TeleT„„
J'r*fh Company re.pecttully petition.

lc*_Manx

in

Deposit and

m8de
190S’ with the Statement of Assets
SffiSTSaSS
books of the Company, and
hereby certify that they correspond exactly.

Uwa

TAKE NOTICE.
penalty besides Maine laws for close
time is from 12.000 to *5.000 or
thirteen
“»■«“ *" •“t« prison; Suadups. *3.000
to
*7,000 or fifteen months’ imprisonment, in

Portland, Maine, January 4, 1905.
AsseU, as found by the Financ*
»!

Schedule of
CornJSSTJL1^!? ?Jy oomPap«d1of the
the Union Safe

St., entire

NULLIFICATION OP THE SUNDAY

an"

Directors.

the CMOS
ye**1 ending December thirty
hundred and seven, in the vaults of the Union Safe Deposit
nd fi“d thera 38 8tatod in the
Schedule, and as ahomi
the books of the
Company.
S. W. Carr,
.Signed.
Insurance Commissioner of Maine.

HE

TAX

!

Finnnw
Finanos
Com mitts*

,h,ave thi* day examined the Securities of
C°*PA!*Y for the

Drummond,
Coiib,

$632,583 73

Portland, Maine, January 3,

history

long-established

meeting at 7.
Mr. Mower.

»1.«97,9#23|

In other ways, principally by Endowments and surrender values, substantial sums were returned to policy holders in 1907, the whole amounting to
*1,204,855.28: which, added to the millions previously disbursed, made the
1,066,324 37
aggregateof paymeuts to policy holders since the organization of the Com- Real Estate.
Premium Notes.
52,838 00
pany *40,428,953.50, a sum so very large that it bewilders comprehension, es-

money
Mutant'* Report Contain*
that it has carried to stricken homes, the enthe untold
Many Item* of Interest.
Sometimes the point of view regarding life couragement that it has extended to careworn widows.
insurance is altogether that of an outlay
Among the settlements made every year there are sure to be several under
which must regularly be made in the form of
in force for
that have been
the provisions of
a
premium requirement, but the annual rethe Maine Non-forfeiture Law, where payment of premiums was discontinued
port of an institution which makes its busi- t
the
is unaware that the insurbefore, and where
A. M. Devereux, of Castine, has in his ness that of assuming protection upon live*.'
shows there is much else to the work, ance has the
value. The men who abandon
do so unthe
articles
of
the
possession
ship’s
and that the other features are more importof misfortune, heedless of all that the act
der the
echooner Claasia and Eliza on a voyage
freant and more
helpful. It appears, for infrom Boston to Castine, thence to some stance, from the annual
assuming that the insurance is of uo different
than other
report of the Union
whicn have become valueless. The cash
port in the West Indies and return in the Mutual Life Insurance Co., of Portland.
under such conyear 1802. The schooner was in command Maine, printed elsewhere in this issue, that ditions
policies
gives
satisfaction to
of one Mathias Rider, jr., master, and was millions of dollars have been distributed those in whose hands it is
and though
may not under- tand how the
manned besides the captain by a crew of among beneficiaries since the company was
result is
consider it an indication of liberal and
they
first and second mates, cook, ship’s boy organised nearly sixty years ago, and that I1
honest treatment.
more than #1.000.000 is now being disbursed
and three seamen, which in ttiese days
j annually among policyholders. An instituIn 1907, 21 Policies that were val'd under the terms of this extended insur.
would be considered sufficient crew for tion whose
regular business causes it to hand ance feature,
449.67 Insurance, were paid, wntch carried ttie
one of our large three-masters.
The pay to beneficiaries sneb large sums every year is
the operation of the
list is of interest also, as compared with certainly a factor of importance iu any com- aggregate to 580 claims that have been settled
the present day, as by this paper the mas- munity, and of pronounced help to the many Maine Nonforfeiture Law since it was enacted in 1877, covering *1,134,375.42
ter received $25 per month, the two mates localities where the money goes, in 1907 it insurance.
*22 and $17 respectively, and the seamen having been scattered among thirty-six states : Material reductions were effected
the year in both the field and
and Canada.
*12 and fl3 per month, while the boy re- i
t diice expenses,
the business upon a
economical basis,
The report shows a large increase in assets Home
ceived |4.50 per month. The bac-lc of said
a reconstructed foundation of
and in surplus, which is particularly satisfystrength.
articles contains a copy of the laws of the
" ith limitless zeal, with
ing because of the depressed financial mardevotion and with unbridled energy,
government of seamen in the merchant kets last year, and the uncommon insurance
the management
enters the
year in the
of this
service as passed and signed by George conditions which prevailed. It is still further
institution.
Washington, president; John Adams, pleasing to understand that the quotation* of
submitted.
vice-president, and Thomas Jefferson, securities, used in valuing the assets, were
Fred E.
secretary of state, in the year 1790. As a made jointly by three of the leading banking
President.
houses of New
which gives positive
comparison between the ancient and assurance that England,
Arthur L.
Vice President.
they are not only reliable but
.modern ways, this paper is very interest- also conservative.
Edward A.
Much has been done for Maine by the Union
ing.
Frederick
Mutual, which ha*, since Hon. Fred E. Richards has been president, now more than fourFrank E.
CHURCH NOTES.
teen years, adhered uninterruptedly to the
Selden
policy of giving preference to Maine investments whenever they were the equal of those
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
David G.
that could be procured elsewhere. By this
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
course many thousands of dollars have been
J. Frank.
State in ways that would not
Sunday, Feb. 9
Morning service at placed in the
theUniou Mutual strong investHenry B.
IOJ0. Sermon by pastor. Sunday sciux>i only give
but
would
also
ments,
upbuild and advance
Joslaii H.
* the prosperity of communities.
s
11.45. Evening service at 7.
Certainly the j
people of the 8tateoughl to show their appre- I
William T.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
ciation of these things by placing their poli- !
BAPTIST.
Edward B. Winslow
; cies with an institution that is so loyally devoted to the interests of Maine. It is only the
Rev. P. A. A. Kit am. pastor.
“square deal” to reciprocate in this wav.
Directors.
the only method available to the
Sunday, Feb. 9
Maine.
Morning service at which isand
28, 1908.
is the course that would be most
; people,
10.30. Sermon by I.
’lower, D. D. s_:.- , satisfactory to the Union Mutual's manage<iay school at 11.45. Christian Endeavor rnent.
Th*

December

4554.49 for re-inanrance).
rents, etc.

Premium*

<

tEpcight,

Ending

For the Year

j

«fiessful and

Company

OF PORTLAND, MAINE,

—

lfnbllitiM,

over

all

jj
i.aat,8M»

liabilities,

w

|6.7«4.#'
liabilitiaa and surplus,
O. w. TAPLEY, Agent,
ELLSWOBTH. ME.
__
A

PtaCrastmal

Cirti.

WALSH.

J.
EDMOND
ATTOKNEY
AND
COUNSELOR AT

LAW.

Ojgltes, First National Bauk BuildinnMain**
Ellsworth.

taxes

not

excessive, and only recently
in Are insurance
rales has been made.
Ellsworth has a
bountiful supply of pure water, and the
•* I
Cn^tin^^ri f'n'r' pn<7*
electric light service is excellent and reasonable. The schools are of high order,
no
th«
at
or
wheels,
age
Me. arc
nnd the city is thoroughly up-to-date in
while
furA
lie
no
water,
r ice and
ail that goes to make a live and progresno waate, as the water
ore there is
sive community. Ellsworth is a good city
held
is
all
but
dam
the
,ot flow over
in which to live, and the summer climate
use.
rago for
is unsurpassed.
and
dam
the
of
the
big
completion
Manufacturers seeking a change in locain
electric
large tion and desirous
power
#tion of the
of a place where lowmuch
means
to
right at tidewater
priced power can be obtained should consider Ellsworth's unequalled advantages.
eh.worth’s future.
LAKE LEONARD.
It is an unusual opportunity now offered'
of
the
oc formed by
flowage
The like to
to users of power, and manufacturers and
the
river
nearwill extend up
others interested should'embrace the earli- !
the big dam
All the buildings in the
miles.
est chance to investigate this exceptional
ly two
have
been
be flowed
removed,
territory to
opening. All inquiries addressed to the
timher haa been cut and
Ellsworth board of trade will be promptand the standing
By an agreement between ly answered.
awayauthorities and the comA WEALTH OF HARDWOODS,
,be municipal
and important change*
,nv, numerous
i
Conspicuous among the natural re- |
mad' id the highways and sources
of this region are the hardwood
|
of the lake. Two
forests. In the Union river valley tliere
bridge' in the vicinity
built and new
have been
bridges
are upwards of a dozen
ne,v
townships with an (
In fact
been laid out.
highway* have
aggregate of 253,QUO acres covered with
t<> have a driveeventually
is
expected
forest growth. It is universally conceded
it
boulevard entirely around the lake. that the hardwoods suitable for a saw are
way or
station *1 w hat was origi- in excess of the soft growth in the
The pumping
vallev
So. 4 is to be retained a* a of Union river, and it is estimated that
glly ilam

K» I,m WORTH’S
lUST lil Ah 1' iiOSPECTS.

an

are

important reduction

*akrn

have'been

j

lion,

and the line will be forlthe transportation of freight as well as passengers.

CITY MEETING.

A STORMY TRIP.

North

BOARD OF TRADE.

The Ellsworth board of trade was organized in 1805, And, although it has not
accomplished all it has aimed to do, it has
been a potential factor in advancing the
the city’s interests.
The officers of the Ellsworth board include the most representative business
men ofVthecity.
John O. Whitney, the
president, is a member of the lumber
manufacturing firm of Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co., of Ellsworth Falls, and is
prominently identified with the business interests of eastern Maine. John A.
Peters, the
first vice-president, is a prominent attorney, judge of the municipal court, and at
the head ot numerous important industrial enterprises. Charles L. Morang,
second vice-president, was for some years
president of the Ellsworth board, and is
one of eastern Maine’s most
progressive
merchants with a large establishment in
Ellsworth and with important branches in
Bangor and Bar Harbor. Capt. Joseph M.
Higgins, third vice-president, is an exmayor of the city. Omar W. Tapley, the
secretary, is a dealer in real estate and also
a fire insurance agent, as w*ell as
secretary
of the building and loan association, and
is one of tue city’s most enterprising and

Ellsworth Telephone Company's Petition Granted.
Monday evening's regular meeting of
the city government was short, and little
out of ths routine business came before
the bosrd.
Mayor Greely, Aldermen
Stuart, Curtis and Alexander were present.
There was no opposition to the petition
of the North Ellsworth
Telephone Co. for
right to erect poles and wires on certain
streets, and the petition was granted.
Aid. Stuart, for the committee on electric lights, to which was referred petitions for additional lights on Union street,
Willow street and at Washington and
High streets, reported that at each place
lights were badly needed, hut it was late
for this board to establish
them, even if it
was found advisable to
expend money for
additional lights. The committee thought
the location of several lights already established might be changed to advantage,
but did not advise tbis course. The matter was left open for further
investigation
for the committee.
A petition was received from the New
England Telephone & Telegraph Co. for
right to erect poles on Third, Fourth, Central, Hancock and Pine streets for entire
length, and on Water street from Main to
Franklin street. The usual notice was
ordered published for a hearing at 7.30 p.
m. Feb. 24.
The mayor was ordered to draw his warrant for flO in favor of A. E. Moore to
meet expense of clearing up rubbish at
the former city dump on Mr. Moore’s lot
on High street, as
required under contract.

Prom Stonlngton

BOHN.
BEAL—At Ellsworth, Feb 1, to Mr and Mrs
Charles A Beal, a son.
EATON—At Sedgwick, Jan 28, to Mr and Mra
Daniel H
Eaton, a daughter. [Grace

Bar Harbor In
Saturday’s Bale.
Irving Osgood, of Ellsworth, who was a
passenger on the steamer Pemaquid on her
trip from Stonington to Mt. Desert island
*n
Saturday’s gale, gives The American an
interesting account of the thrill-

j

to

Roveua.}

OKAY—At South Brooksville, Jan 16, to Mr
and Mrs Henry J Gray, a son.
MILNE—At Stonington, Jan 29, to Mr and Mra
Alex J Milne, a son.

MOOR—At Ellsworth, Feb 8, to Mr and Mra
Andrew M Moor, a daughter.
#
MORRISON—At Winter Harbor, Jan 28, to
Mr and Mrs D A Morrison, a son.

ing trip.
The Pemaquid left Kockland at 8.20 Saturday morning in a southeast snowstorm,
with a goodly number of
passengers for
Bar Harbor. The wind was
blowing hard,
and increased to a
gale before the boat
reached Bass Harbor head. Off
Long
ledge the sea was running high, and the
boat was laboring hard.
The landing at Manset

difficulty,

and the

wras

MARRIED.
BRIDGES-EATON -At West Urooklln, Jan
29, by Rev A B Carter, Annie Bridges, of
Brooklin, to Roy F Eaton, of Tremont.
FOSTER-LIN8COTT-At Bar Harbor, Jan 25,
by Rev Stephen H Green, Mias Hazel \
Foster to Walter L Linscott, both of Bar
Harbor.

made with

captain left all pas-

sengers for Southwest Harbor here.
said he would try to make a

HAYCOCK-FERNALD—At Cherryfield, Jan
29, by Rev Brown E Smith, Miss Iva B Hay*
cock, of Cherryfield, to Charles W Fernald,

He

landing

at

v*

of Ellsworth.
MUMLER—CLAIR—At Orland,
James W Price, Miss Ialda B Mumler, of
Orland, to Fred B Clair, of Bucksport.
RAY-RICHARDSON—At Southwest Harbor.
Dec 25, by Rev O G Barnard, Miss Vina H
Ray to Ernest T Richardson, both of Mk
Desert.

Northeast Harbor, which was done without mishap.
Quite a number of passengers for Bar Harbor who had had quite
enough of the gale, left the boat here and

_

Janl5|TyT{«f

continued overland to Bar Harbor.
The Pemaquid then started for
Seal RIPLEY—VARNUM—At Orland. Jan 29. by
Harbor. The wind had increased to hurRev James W Price, Miss Mildred L Ripley
to Ivy A Varnum, both of Orland.
ricane force, and it was
impossible to
make the landing. She headed then
for
DIED.
Bar Harbor.
Coming out past the island I
the boat met the full force of
the gale. ! DUNHAM—At Ellsworth Falls, Feb 2, Georg*
! She headed right into the sea, making A Dunham, aged 72 years.
EATON—At Little Deer Isle, Jan 80, Orank
i slow progress and laboring hard.
Eaton, aged 43 years.
A tremendous sea was
on
the HIGGINS—At Patten, Jan 27, Albina W Higbreaking
island shore. Near Baker’s island
gins, or Bar Harbor, aged 27 years, 1 month,
the
25 days.
captain decided to make the turn and
lay
HOOPER-At
Sedgwick, Jan 27. William L
his course for Bar Harbor. If
the boat
Hooper.
was
pitching before, it was nothing com- LARRABEE—At Hall Quarry, Jan 26, Ronald,
infant son of George P and Georgianna Lai^
pared to the roll when she caught the sea
ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS.
rabee, aged month, 15 days.
on the side.
It seemed to the passengers MACE—At Great
Rolls of accounts were passed as follows:
Pond, Jan 25, Elwyn Franwho remained on board that she could
infant son of Mr and Mrs Frank E Mace.
cis,
not
ROLL or ACCOUNTS NO. 12.
hold together. But the
M’CARTH Y—At Colorado Springs, Col, Jan 28*
captain and enName.
Amount.
George N McCarthy, of Ellsworth Falls,
with good seamanship and with
Police,
Edward T Finn,
aged 28 years.
$ 45 00 gineer,
the knowledge that one mistake
John E Moulton.
MORGAN—At
45 00
Surry, Jan 30, Arthur H
would be
fatal on that terrible lee
Morgan, aged 22 years, 7 month*, 23 days.
H F Maddocks.
4 00
shore, made the PRE8SEY—At Deer
Isle, Jan 26, Mrs Sarah B
Hose,
C C O Fire Hose Co,
3CQ 00 turn safely, and the boat was soon headed
Pressey, aged 80 years, 6 months.
M J Drummey,
Poor,
295 87 into Bar Harbor, where she tied
at her WEBBER—At Ellsworth Falls, Feb 3, John
np
Suptof schs, John F Royal,
45 88 wharf
Andrew, infant son of Mr and Mrs Andrew
only two hours late.
High school, Chas E Pio,
Webber, aged 1 year, 10 months.
1 50
WEED—At Stonington, Jan 28, infant son of
16 00
Lloyd DeBeck,
Mr and Mrs Richard A Weed, aged 3 months
Text-books, Sadler Rowe Co.
ELLSWORTH WATER.
12 00
22 days.
J L Hammett Co,
7 25
Longmans, Green A Co,
15 00 Another Analysis by Director of
State
C L Morang,
1 08
'Abbcrtiacinma,
Laboratory of Hygiene.
Holden Pat Book Cover Co, 6 95
Another analysis has been made of the
Schoolhouse, H F Wescott,
2 68
Ellsworth water by H. L>.
Evans, director
1 C3
Morrison, Joy A Co,
of the Maine
Laboratory of Hygiene at
School,
44 00 i
Ralph B Cushman,
Augusta. Tbe water was taken from the
C M Witham,
3 25
faucet in O. A. Parcher’s
A P Phillips.
175
drug store.
The analysis, the figures of which
W W McCartney,
6 00
are
for parts in 100.000, is as follows:
Reuben Treworgy,
1 00

Why Refer

Edward Haney,
Walter Jordan,
Colie Jordan,
Mrs Susan Murch.
E M Gray,

Wellington Haslani,
Town of Orland,
Adelaide True,
Mrs H H Emerson,
Edna Springer,
E E Springer,

Library,
VIEW OF DAM FROM NEAR
to

pumping plant
supply
water from Branch pond.

Ellsworth

with

there

The pumping
operated by an electric
motor, there b.'ing one electrically operated pump and a reserve steam pump. [
The new lake promises to be one of Ellsworth's attractions, and will lie fittingly
called lake Leonard in honor of the acstation will

be

complished engineer

under whose superwonderful transformation has
been brought about.
vision this

FURTHER POWER

DEVELOPMENT.

Thus far in this sketch reference has
been made

only to the development now
rapidly neariug completion, but
surveys have been made looking to a still
further power development on Union
river, and if this enterprise is continued
to its completion as
originally projected,
it will easily rank as one of the most stupenduous power development projects in
New England, or, in fact, in the entire
made

or

country.
At Ellsworth Palls there are two other
dams. Surveys have beeq made looking
to the building of a monster concrete dam
to flow both of these and make a storage lake of Union river throughout quite
a portion of its course.
The plans call for
a concrete dam
sixty feet at the highest
point and with long wing dams, making
the total length about 800 feet. The lake
created by the flowing from this big dam
would vary in width from one-half mile
to three miles, and the total
length would
be
approximately nineteen miles.
In the Union river basin above Ellsworth there are about
forty lakes and
ponds, Green lake, Branch pond and
•Spectacle pond being among the largest
anil the
aggregate water surface of the
tributary lakes and ponds is at presen
About forty square miles, although this
could be materially enlarged by storage
dams.
The low water flow of Union river is estiraated at 8*25 cubic feet per second, an*d,
if

the water is
properly stored or conserved, the estimated horse power at Ellsworth is
horse power for twenty-four
hours, or 13,030 horse power for twelve

|
j

j

I

EASTERN

CREST.

100,000,000 feet of
upwards
hardwood timber standing in this territory to-day. There is a preponderance of
beech, with a large amount of lurch, yellow birch being especially plentiful. There
is also considerable maple, with some ash
and poplar.
It has been demonstrated on Union river
that hardwoods can be satisfactorily driven
down a river.
H. B. Moore, manager of
the Branch Pond Lumber Co., and previously associated with the Ellsworth
Lumber Co., and H. B. Moore & Co., has
for several seasons driven hardwood logs
successfully on Union river, and the percentage of loss has been less than with
soft wood drives.
The trees are cut in
August and early September, and after
being felled are left with their tops on
until winter. The tops are then cut off, the
logs harked on two sides and yarded. In
the spring the logs are rolled into the
of

are

men.

progressive young
a coal dealer.

the treasurer, is

the

reach

phone

decline in

that

a

me

lunvtUK

Him

iwn

U3

there

the Bar Har-

Ells-

are

in Ellsworth 245 in-

covered

by

him there

are

now

v/1

Washington county, and
points in the maritime provinces.

with

have increased

on

numerous in

nearby covers.

“Justice has prevailed,” telegraphed an
attorney to his client, by way of announcing to him that the jury had found in his
favor. “Appeal immediately,” answered
the client.

Because we make medicines
for them. We tell them all

!

and they prescribe it Tor

j

|
j
j

1 25

25 00

Nitrogen—Nitrates, none; nitrites,
Oxygen consumed—.57.
Hardness—1.5.

2 50

#138 39
26 25

TEACHERS’ SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
High school.

#854 00
237 72

#163 64

$1,091 72
then taken to Wednesday
evening, Feb. 12.

Many

The recent storm made the roads almost

impassable.
James S. Garland has been quite ill, but
now

convalescent.

Howard Rollins was in
business last week.

Portland

Mrs. Mehitable Garland is
be about the house.

now

on

able to

Charles A. Garland returned to his home
after

on

the

|

now

ject.
Those interested who want to follow the
series, which will appear consecutively ou
Wednesdays and Saturdays following in six
installments, may have them mailed at the
regular subscription price, eighteeu ceuts for
the six issues.—Advt.

1

C. E. SHYER. 0.0. S„
Bangor,

57 Main St.,

The general use of Mi-o-na stomach
tablets puts within the reach of everyone a reliable and positive cure for all
stomach weakness. Mi-o-na quickly
cures the worst case of indigestion,
and the pain and distress which are
often felt after meals will soon disappear, such is the wonderful curative
power of this little tablet.
Mi-o-na acts upon entirely different
principles from any of theother remedies that have been used in stomach
trouble. It is taken before meals, mid
has a specific strengthening action
upon the muscles of the stomach, increasing the flow of digestive juices
and making the stomach get to work
and digest easily and naturally the
food which is eaten.
G. A. Parcher has seen so many
cures made by Mi-o-na that he gives
a guarantee with every 50-cent box
that the remedy costs nothing unless
it cures.

Engines

AJ A.VA XJ

FED’K H.

CLARION.
Whether it's a range or a fur-

nace—if it is A “Clarion”, it is
to meet every requirement.
by the Wood Bishop Co,
Bangor. Sold by

sure

Made

J. T.

X#

XJ All

MOSES, Bar Harbor.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellswokth.

Main Street,

WINDSOR HOTEL
I

W. T.

BRUBAKER, Manager.

Midway l»el\ve*

It**iidiug

and

n

Ilroatl

TjtiiiInal

.Station
FllbertSt.

on

place to stay

convenient and homelike
while in the city shopping.

|

restaurant where
Au excellent
service combines with low prices.
Kooiiih #1.00

per

j |

St.

A

day

ami

good

1

up.

The only moderate riced hotel of reputation ami consequence in

PHILADELPHIA.
RLIA WORTH

and Launches. Steam

style# an<l »lzt*#, 1 1-2 to 20 H. P.. 2 and 4
cycle, l, 2 and 4 cylinders. Jump spark or make
aud break. Don’t forget our 3 II. P. complete
for 988.00 Send lor catalogue.
P.ILH KK HIUK,
48 Portlaud Pier,
Portland, Me.

XfX

Me.

THE—

PALMER

Gasolene

j

Are.

REMEMBER

All

By my crown and bridge work I
have “saved the d^y” (and the
teeth) for many a patron and
avoided the need of artificial sets.
My methods are the latest and
best; all work full guranteed;
charges real moderate.
An appointment with me by
mail is the most satisfactory way.

sleeplessness, nervous
trouble and other forma of indigestion.

25

j

Let Me Crown
That Tooth._

heart-burn,

a valuable addition to the
before the public on the sub-

sarsaparilla.
"s
HAIR VIGOR.

Aver’s Pills groat*v aid the Chf ?r>
in breaking uo a c^d.
I Pectoral

Did you ever feel stupid and dull i
after eating a hearty dinner?
When food is retained too long in
the stomach, because of stomach
weakness, the poison factory works
overtime and there is giddiness, conof
fusion
thought, despondency,

day, Feb. 1, will be
literature

There

9

We have no secret n! We publish
the formulas of sll our modlclne*.

Ellsworth Poison Factories.

the sick list.

by J. O. Ayer Co., tmll. Mesa.

A 1*0 manufacturers Of

Bmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmrnmmm

You Will be Surprised to Learn How
on

Hade

/\ijprQ
A JkUWl O

asucrttsmunts.

recess was

LAKKWOOI).

is

J
/I

JLm

wasn’t for the mistakes they make,
would never be beard of.

No <'»■« oo Kecord.
There is no case on record of a cough or
cold resulting in pneumonia or consumption
after Foley’s Honey and Tar has been taken.
It stops the cough and breaks up the cold
quickly. Refuse any but the genuine Foley’s
Honey and Tar in u yellow package. G. A.
Parches.

j

The beet kind of a testimonial—
“Sold for over sixty years.”

3 05

Sidewalks.

Simeon Garland is

Ask your

In a letter accompanying the
analysis,
Director Evans says;

ROLLS.

afford to trust it.
own doctor.

can

you

some men

COMMISSIONER’S

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

coughs, colds, bronchitis, consumption. They trust it. Then

This analysis, as; all "past
analyes of
Ellsworth city water, leaves no doubt as
to its healthfulness, but an
improved system of nitrations is needed.

95
47 41
23 13
40

Highways.

A

none.

Iron—.012.
Lead—None,
Colon bacillus—Absent.
Bacteria per cubic centimeter—1155.

If it
STREET

about

Chlorine—0.30.

The analysis shows the water to be in
25 00
prac41 00 tically the same condition as when examined
last
183 33 I
only change being a slight increase
35 00 | in the dissolved organic material. As in the
fall sample, this is not of animal but of
4 35
vegetable origin, and the slight increase is
21 44
proba9 00 bly caused by surface wash due to the open
5 25 winter and resulting rains.
The water is in
2 87 first-class condition both chemically and bac10 00 ; terially, and can be used for drinking or for
1 50 < any domestic purpose with entire safety.

l^B^as

i

color. 3.1.

sediment,

Odor—Cold, none; hot, vegetable.
Residue evaporation—Total, 3.2; loss on
ignition. 1.9; fixed residue, 1.3.
j Ammouia-Free, .0012; in solution, .0121.

58
;
6 00
175

from

purposes.
Ellsworth is an important fish and game
centre. At Green Lake is located the U.
(
S. fish hatchery, and the waters hereabouts are liberally stocked with landtrout.
Big game
; locked salmon and
! abounds ih the woods to the north and
bear
being plentiful,
east, moose, deer and
can find them
j while the seeker after birds

none;

none;

Doctors

to

collection. Jan. 13,1903; examination,

Appearance -Turbidity,

10

J A Cunningham.
Albert Garlaud.
John Marshall,
N E Tel & Tel Co,

2,200

j
|

Date of
Jan. 14.

48 31

being employed
big
Saturday,
dam since last spring.
$6,200
postal receipts
Alpheus Moore, while going to his work
in 1900 to between $10,000 and $11,000 in
during the recent icy spell, slipped and
1907.
fell. The ax which he was carrying on
Ellsworth has tributary to it a large ana his
shoulder reached the ground lirst,
and
in
and
enterprise
prosperous country,
blade up. In trying to save himself, his
merchants
the
general progressiveness
hand came heavily down upon the sharp
will compare favorably with those of any
regular trips
blade, severing several of the cords.
comare
size.
The
stores
of
its
Maine
city
between Ellsworth and the bay towns,
stocks
w'ell-selected
and
; and
modious, large
many motor boats and craft of varyOwn, if you can, one of those welcome
and it is not necessary
ing rig make this their home port. Of are kept on hand,
faces that bring the sunshine to life’s
be
to manufacturers is the to go elsewhere to find what may
shadowed places.—Nixon Waterman.
sjteciaMpterest
the result of water comrnu- wanted, while furthermore the prices are
fact
rates are much more reasonable.
i»e
Prof. Hart ou the South.
nicatVl freight
The industrial and racial situation in the
Through the liberality of George N.
reasonable than if Ellsworth was an inan
Ellsworth
exceedingly South was never more interesting and imBlack.
possesses
land t(yr»
the oldtime portant than at the present day. Prof. Albert
Great interest is being taken in the pro- interesting public library,
built by Col. M. Jordan in 1817 Bushnell Hart’s series of articles ou the
jected Mount Desert Transit Co. and the mansion
been presented to the city some South, therefore, in the Boston Evening
prospects are considered excellent for the having
first of which appeared Saturfor library Tranaoript, the
line being built the comiug season. years ago with furnishings
likewise

bor ii Union River Power Co., electric
available in large or small volmay be desired and on terms as
low as anywhere.
Then, as the power is at
tidewater, there are good shipping facilities by water as well as rail, and although
Union river it usually locked in icy fetters
during a portion of the winter, the projected Mount Desert Transit Co. is expected soon to bring Ellsworth in touch
by its new electric railroad with a terminal on the eastern shore of Union river
Wealthy summer residents at Bar Harbor
bay accessible at all times of the tide and
•re active promoters of this enterprise,
at all seasous of the
year except when the and already a considerable expenditure of
bay is frozen over; also in touch with ad- funds has been made, commodious termirable winter shipping terminals at
minals at Ellsw'orth and Bar Harbor havSouthwest Harbor on Mount Desert
ing been purchased, while options have
island.
recently been secured for deep water terEllsworth and Hancock county abound minals at Southwest Harbor. It is under>n natural
resources, and here are to be stood that when built the line will not
foond the raw material for many lines of
generally follow the highway, but will be
manufacture. Bites for factories are excomon private property acquired by the
ceedingly reasonable, and there is no in- pany. Furthermore, the new line is to
flation in real estate values, but in fact
be thoroughly modern in its equipment,
the opposite.
The cost of construction and there are rumors that it will not be a
is moderate, labor la reliable and conor an
trolley, but instead have a third rail
tented, and the coat of living will com- electric locomotive. A grsde of not expare favorably with other localities. The ceeding two per cent, is under contemptspower is
ume as

Morrison, Joy & Co,
H F Wescott,
Martin E Jellison,

century ago, and in the territory origi-

Union river
Located as Ellsworth is
hours.
same
near the head of the bay of the
tumwUKTH » AUVAMAUG8.
name, there are excellent shipping faciliThe advantages Ellsworth otters to those I
ties by water, vessels of large capacity
trom away who may locate industries
j being able to come to the wharves in the
there are many. Of first importance is
heart of the city. Steamers of good size
that of power, and with the wonderful
make
during the open season

development inaugurated by

in

instruments.
The postoffice reports a steady increase
in the postal receipts of the Ellsworth office. When the present incumbent assumed the office in 1900 there was a postmaster, assistant and one clerk. In 1901
the office was changed from the third class
to the second, and in addition to the postmaster and assistant there are now thret
clerks, while four rural free delivery
routes radiate from Ellsworth. The total

Washington County

cities

inaugurated

1S83 with five instruments, and

to-day

nally

railway connects with the Mt. Desert
branch of the Maine Central railroad. Via
the Washington County railway, Ellsw’orth is brought into close connection
Willi

was

and including the territory
covered by the Ellsworth district, exclusive of Bar Harbor, there are 915. Mr.
Grant commenced in the telephone business at Bar Harbor more than a quarter of

Ellsworth is situated on the Maine Central railroad, and excellent service is provided for both freight and passengers.
Two miles south of the city, and practically within its limits, is Washington

!

H F Wescott,
John A Stuart,
A H Merriam,

dept,

lead-

struments

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES.

here the

service

worth in

Maine hardwoods will be in very extensive demand, and plants for the manufacture of hardwoods into multifarious
articles could be advantageously established in Ellsworth and vicinity.

w

Fire

promia

Maine Central railroad station in Ellsworth, there has been very material expansion in business; the receipts trim the
sale of tickets being $1,000 per xnonth
greater than when he located in Ellfworth
a half dozen years ago, while the freight
receipts are $4,000 per month greater.
George H. Grant, manager of the Ellsworth district of the New England Telephone & Telegraph Co., says that the tele-

production.
time is rapidly approaching when

Junction,

The direcW. Greeley,

Chas H Curtis A Co,
Chas E Pio,
C H Curtis.
constitute the executive committee.
E E Doyle,
The officers and members of the board
Electric light, B H A U R Power Co,
L W Jordan,
of trade are earnestly and unitedly en- Contingent,
Andrew M Moor,
listed in a campaign to secure new indusAustin H Joy,
tries for their home city. Inquiries for
Halpin Show Print,
information will be promptly answered by
H F Wescott,
Secretary Tapley, and the board is ready
Hancock Co Pub Co,
to afford every facility and assistance in'
M E Holmes,
establishing manufacturing enterprises.
Walter P Pio,
in
Station Agent C. D. Wiggin says that
R E Moraug,
the six years he has been in charge of the
Morrison, Joy A Co,

There has been of late a steadily increasAlready the
ing call for hardwoods.
supply in the middle West has been about
exhausted, and in some of the states of
The

Arthur

ing contractor; Bernard S. Jellison, lumber, and Albert F. Stockbridge, merchant,
1
and these, together with the president,
vice-presidents, secretary and treasurer |

safety.

a

Hon.

msyor of the city; H. M. Hall, a
nent attorney; Austin M. Foster,

and, with the sap pumped out
tops and leaves, float all right and
in
their destination down river

the South there is

include

tors

the river

by

l-ora

t*ranks.

40 00
2 75
2 25
27 50
12 00
46 72
22 74
37 50
45 66
5 00
10 00
1 50
45 00
45 00

Laundry and Bath Rooms.

'NO

PAY, NO WASH KB."

All (winds of laundry work done at abort notice*
Goods called for and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
WEST END

HRllHJK,

ELLBWOKTH 11

Moses Flowers’

and Fine Floral Work for any and
every occasion

Open

all tne year round.

Ifcbrrtisrmrrt?.

10
Hancock count}..
At' tx* u.uer paper* in the County com
4fe»~c do net “each so many. The Ameri1.

•

ca*

ha* *mc*criher§ at

*NEHiCAN

4/ tht. 7a

post-office*

*

*»o

m

rhe

/■

Tbs' grip has been calling
here.
The p>ople here

ice at Somesville

Wass is visiting at Dr. Larrabees.

W. Bridges has been here for
looking after his property.

Cangor.

day

a

returned

or

Mrs. Emily Hicks, of Bangor, who hi!
been visiting relatives and friends here
returned home Friday.

Miss Ella Joy is in Gouldsboro caring
for her aunt, Mrs. Delia Noonan, who is
very LIL

|

with the
took his

evening

| spent

visiting

Mr.-. Alfred Hamilton has been

short

or

in

ana sea

structive

Sunday

seemed to be

a

more

de-

COUNTY NEWS.

Stanley, who has cared
mother for many years.
Mrs. Fernald was most patient and un-

and Mrs. Philena

agent than the wind. All day
were busy picking up the

for her

tor %dditionAl

complaining. an example of patience and
genfleness. Although she belonged to no
church, and made no profession of religion,
her life was noted by kindness and gentle-

C.
DtSTALLATIONS-

Monday evening,

Henry

spite of the inmuddy streets, 150 [ neas.
She leaves one brother-Freeman Young;
people witnessed the raising of the chiefs
of Winnetka council, D. of
and Bas- of Georgetown, Mass., and one sister—Mrs.
kabegan Tribe, I. O. R. M., in their tepee | Matilda Spurting, who is now the oldest
in

Mrs.

Harvey

sagamore,

Ray; junior

ployed

Nathan Young; K. of R.. Irving
Moore; C. of W., Irving Whitaker; K. of
W., L.S. Ray; first sanape, Ralph Newman; second sanape, Hiram Dolliver; warriors, Cecil Stewart, Albert Perry, James
Clarke, Thad. Young; braves, Henry Over.

Irving Bridges. Joseph Crowley,
Tarnished

At the close of the

s

Mrs.

is

Bradley Keith

Tuesday

Massasoit,
at home

now-

for the

Hollis

noon

the fol-

went

to

for

Wooster is ill witn the grip.

Ivory

Butler is

Miss Charlotte
Charleston.

recovering

from her

Ms comber is st home

ment at his home.

Smelts

being shipped
large
bay fishermen.
Mrs. Arthur Bunker is spending s few
week-* with her son and family at Bingin

are

quantities by

Maine

the

M iss Marion Porter has closed her school
Ryefield, and returned to Bangor Fri-

day.

the
Feb. 3.

from

race

C. Hale, D. L. Perry and J. A. Stovei
are filing the ice-house at the Chaffee cot*
t*ge.
The many friends of Norman Hale art
glad to’see him out again after his recenl
illness and the amputation of hit left
hand.

Feb. 3.

Spec.
__

EAST FRANKLIN.
Harvard Hooper, who has been ill with
scarlet fever, is convalescing.
Mrs. Bartlett Stover is gaining
a severe attack of the
grip.

here

last week.

B.

a

little

Feb.

John Scott is recovering from the grip.
All are pleased to
know that Mrs
Bertha Biaisdell is gaining rapidly.
Frank C. Robertson is ill with appendicitis. All hope for a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Tena Gordon has been a victim of
the grip. Mrs. Edna Gordon is caring for
The infant

of

son

Arno

Beechland,

w

here he

his

on

was

way to

by

called

the

illness of his father. Winfield Woodworth.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Wooster and

NORTH HANCOCK.
Ellis Springer and Albert Gordon have

Milo,

gone to
ment.

where

they

have

employ-

Mrs.
Carrie Acboru and
daughter
Beatrice, of Portland, are visiting Mrs.
Gallison.
Unnie

Tracy,

w

ho has been

employed

in

as

Mrs. G. G. Pettee went to Unionville
Friday to spend the remainder of the winter with her husband’s parents while Mr.
Pettee is in the woods.

There is to be a mask ba 11 at the town
hall, Hancock. Feb. 13.
Wallace
A
Kelley*s orchestra will furnish music.
Mrs. Emily Gallison, with Freddie and

He is

reported

j

I

_

j

reluctantly

returned

to their

wigwams.
Jan. 30.

com-

own

Spec.
CRANBERRY ISLES.

Mr. Bean, of Brockton. Mass., has been

visiting

friends here.

Minnie Hamor. who has been ill
for some time, is gaining.
Mrs. George S. Bunker, of Boston, is
visiting relatives and friends here.
Mrs.

Mrs. Nahum Hodgkins is quite ill.
Miss Mabelle Gray, of Dedham, is working for Mrs. Harry Rodick.
Miss Lula Pettingill, of Ellsworth, is
visiting her cousin, Mrs. Albert Harvey.
Frank Hodgkins, of Bangor, is with his
parents, Nahum
few days.

Hodgkins

and

wife, for

Feb. 3.

Are.

a

river.

Mrs. Allen Hall, who ha- been critically
ill, is somewhat better.
is

Miss Clara Johnson, of East Sullivan,
employed at A. L. Hall’s.
No new cases of scarlet fever are re-

Foley's Orino Laxative is a new remedv, an
on the laxatives of former veara.
improvement
as «t does not gripe or nausea*
and :» pleasant to take. It is guaranteed
A Paxcheb.

recov-

about

Owing to the severe cold, only about a
dozen members of the Harmony club were
present at the last meeting, held with Mrs.
Edgar Springer. The club w ill meet next
Tnursday evening at the home of Ralph
T. Young.
Feb. 3.

preaching Sunday, moving
evening. Dr. Grindle gave a bibie talk
the morning, and in tb.
evening the
a

eonseerst

ion

It’s

a

H.

heavy strain

on

mother.

Stanley

there.

DRUGGISTS: Me. AND SI.00

originate

in

main

part.

Mayo

were

of the
*»'

or

The

on

enjoying

Kobbig

ieara la

were

obliged lokfl

recently. Taj

horses

workij

BAR HARBOR.

he induced

^to.reeonsiderjh:- r«ip*>

Can be cnrvd onlybf
remedy that will

them-

in town

a

remote the cause.

)

powders
quicker will i'

rvtara.

Generally, headsd*
comes

from

turbcd

a

&*•

stomach

irregular bow.-Is, and
almost invariably

Lane’s Family I
I
Medicine

a

(a tonic laxative) will care bead" ffl
ache in short order by ri'_’r.lsti*lB
the bowels and reinvigorst.a-: tis II
^ornach.

It

Is a great blood medici"*
and the favorite laxative ol dW
and young.

j^Btending

storm Saturday, it

j

oftem-r yoa
stop it with h* vlacbl
or pills thr
The

few

institutVy

At

druj’ists’,

pi

]l
II
*1

11

2oc. and 50e.

|

KINEO RANGES
known

everywhere

their durability and

f°r

efficiency-

The number of sales in
testifies

territoi-y

to

their

merit.

Buv

one

\

■

Rev. N. F. Atwood give an
interesting
lecture here on “The Life of

F\

ste reopt icon

view.

Chips.

;o

a

Mrs. J. H. Branscom left for Charleston
Friday to spend a few^^s with her
daughter Dorothy, who
the
Higgins classical
severe

surprised

%Headache' ”1

The Willing Workers of the Baptist sewing circle will meet with Mrs. Sarah Bartlett on Thursday afternoon.

to the

lather's bo*

tion.

week.

Harding has gone to
trawling.
William Harding went to
Placentia
Thursday to haul out the dry wood he has

Feb’3

of their work

as much as possible this winter.
Last Saturday a dance was held at Seaside hall;
Monday evening a surprise
party' was gotten up in honor of Marion
Trask's birthday.
Another party was
also gotten up Thursday evening. Skating
parties and another dance were also enjoyed
the same week.
^
Feb 1.
S.

to resume

150

were

selves

Owing

Stoningtoa, a
his

waa

are

Charles H. Harding sud wife have
gone
to Atlantic, and
expect to visit Rockland
before returning

ill.

Sedgwick,

can

week from Deer Isle, w here she went to
visit her daughter.
Mrs. Lizzie Smith, who has charge of
the Mullan house at North Haven, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Edwin Joyce.

Black island is reported

Christ", showing

are

home last

William P.

McKinley

widow
of
f'cr imin 8,
at
deanx, died
her
home San,*
morning, Jan. 22. Mrs. Bord-wcr k
been in poor health for some
tnw.k
waa not considered dangeron.lv
ill. s
was an aged and
respected s-itiien. |
leaves a son -Charles, and im
e-aajju
-Harry and Pearl. Th» family bug
of
friends
and
sympathy
ighbon.
Feb. 3.
a

|

the

L. Higgins and

,r>^

severity

SMurifscmmtf

arrived

was

rv

of the

Rev. G. 8. Adriance Moore, w bo dorif
the past summer and fail has been <unfc
of St. Saviour's church, ban n-ogned. ftj
resignation meets with ,wido regret I
petition against his leaving has r««W
many signatures, and it i$ *h ']vd thaH

was a

XI.

are

si,

Mary,

ATLANTIC.

The young people

avbool

account

John Johnston had a narrow nqa
a broken leg recently w hile
in the woods. In December Mr. Jobadg
received injuries which confined bias*
the house several days.
Feb. 3.
a

loss is

Lucy J. Staples

on

weather.

the

from

large two-story building, the upper part
finished for dwelling apartments. The

Mrs.

ran

mill in readiness, and A. L
llaslem will begin the manufactor* t
hard wood this week.

!danger, but prompt action
neighbors saved them. The store

about $5,000.
Feb. 1.

nn

have their

anything.

goods, and

week

last

t

\

Attendance at

one

centre of the
buildings of Lorenzo

with

daughter, ,Vrs.

AMHERST.

in

well stocked

with her

heal Harbor.

The Grover brother*

the

near

SOCND.
Several members of Wii..a;n
Sj.-j
1
family are Ul with the grip.
Mrs. E. M. Higgins spot !,«

dead and buried. And they an
not even aware of hia illness. He bdi
brother and two sisters here, ai-.d
fiat
at Sunset.
Feb. 1.
H.

the fire started, bat
may have been by a lighted match thrown
in the wood-box, as the fire seemed to

oorrs ISLAND.

Mother and baby
helped by its use.
ALL

save

wb,,,

3._*

he

It is not known how

at

quiet.

wonderfully

to

the town road

The relatives here of William

discovered

Rev. Elias Jankins filled the pulpit at
Congregational church Sunday.

are

number from here attended the meetWest Eden Saturday evening to organize a grange.
Mrs. Nettie B. Higgins
recently spent e
few days with her mother. Mrs."
Caroline
Richards, at Eden.
Feb. 3.
H

ing

Business

f

F.

impossible

was

boatrliwi

away.and

torn

skirts the trachea was strewn
win,'4
weed »nd drift A-ood.
Feb.
^

of

M.

Everett Ober has returned home after
few weeks’ vacation.

A

supply

Scotts Emulsion contains the
greatest possible amount of nourishment in easily digested form.
are

visiting

are

wife.

it

entriij
(J

Gapt. Adrian Stanley and a Iriend ba
Rockland came on a gunning trip loraka
days last week.

realized.

that

’Jj

here.

Mrs. Emma Peach and aon Arden are
the winter at Bar Harbor with
Mrs. Peach's sister, Mrs. .Cubic
Suminsby.

when

PiJ

The storm Saturday nigh1
was tb1
severe for years.
The seas
their ordinary limits.
The lobster
owned by Arthnr Clement and
Fret iv
mins, with about 1,000 lobsters in
it k,
adrift and waa smashed on the
shore i
buoy that marks the western
the harbor is gone. The walls <,f
the
stone wharf, being built
by B w
dage A Sons, were knocked down r»
heavy aea. A cat boat belonging
(0j
Hopkinaon waa washed from the w
the aea wall near Harts.r
brook I
landgd in a Irog (h>ikI inside the
portion of S. H. Pink ham's

George Judkins, of
moved his family ioto

spending

gained such headway

Boston^

Warren Smsllidge and
wifeurttnai.
congratulations on the birth
Mrs. Gertrud- Jordon and
Henry
are on the sick list.
Miss Hattie
e*iniu*f slowly.

Alta

Mrs. Alice Brailey and infant son
Percy
have gone to Bar Harbor for a short time
while Mr. Brailey ia in Mattawamkeag.

_

j

SOCTH DEER ISLE.

•pent
Miss Edith Hall.
past
Rev. A. P. McDonald supplied the pulpit in the absence of Misa Margaret Kocb
Sunday afternoon.

J»»-

| ^Warren

HARBOR.

Mrs. Austin Smith and little
dsggti

week with

Mrs. Weston Brown

Charles Ahlblad is working on the inJ. W. Somes’ house at Mt. Desert
Mrs. Winthrop Higgins and little son

Some form of nourishment that will
be easily taken up by mother’s system
is needed.

r

a num-

Mrs. Flora Phippen, at the Narrow s, ia
seriously 1U with pneumonia.
Misa. Linnie Leland, of Bar Harbor,

days last

terior of

Her system is called upon to
nourishment for two.

of

3._

the

SEAL

Whitmore left for

_

INDIAN POINT.

Nursing baby?

OBITUARY.

for
several
camp
was
weeks, and
afraid it would have to give up the
plans,
but its motto is: “If at first you don’t
succeed, try, try again." This camp is
prized highly by the Somesville boys.
Feb.
Rt re,

WEST EDEN.
Bad colds are prevalent, and quite
ber are on the sick list.

-—--

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Miss M. E. Humphreys went to
Bangor
Friday to have her eyes treated.

Leander R. Banker and wife are iu PortCape Elizabeth visiting Preble
Richardson and other friends.

What everybody Wants.
desires good health, which is
impossible unless the kidneys are healtny.
Foley’s Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities
and cure* all fona* of kidney or bladder disorders. Take Foley's Kidney Remedy »t once
and prevent Bright's disease and diabetes.
G. A. Pa new*.

far
to be

Higgins and William Walls
hauling hay from Trenton.

land and

Everybody

so
as

the honse.

B.

the close of the school.

_

Mrs. James T. Grant has
ered from her recent illness

aaomucnuiun.

Capt. Benjamin H. Sparling, of Boothbay, is visiting relatives and friends here.
The grammar school pupils are rehears
ing for an entertainment to be given at

Mrs. Amy Fernald, the oldest resident
this town, died Thursday, Jan. 23, after
a lingering illness of more than a year.
Mrs. Fernald was taken suddenly ill on
the last day of December, 1906, of weakness of the heart caused by old age, but
suffered little until the last twelve days
of her life.
Mrs. Fernald was the daughter of Josiah
and Roxana* (Guptill) Young, and was
born in the town of Goulds boro ninetyShe came to this town in
one yean ago.
early youth, and on her nineteenth birthday she was married to Henry Fernald,
•who died twenty-two yean ago. She was
the mother of nine children, only two of
whom are ! •ing—George H., of Islesford,

the inclemency of the weather

was no

The store of G. N. Rich, with
nearly all
its contents, was destroyed by tire about
7 o’clock Saturday morning. The Arc had

3._R.

Wilton the past few’ months, is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Josie Googins.

improving.

severe

Mrs. Alex. Taylor and son Theodor*
spent Sunday in town.
Leman S. Albee, of Bar Harbor, spent «
few days last week at J. L. Perry’s.

musical programme was rendered:
j Arthur Lounder, has returned from BosMascot.
Dr. McCann, of Bangor, assisted
by Drs. ; ton, where
had been to attend Mr?,
Selection. Orchestra damaged.
Phelps and Black, preformed an operation Lounder's they
funeral.
Song.Mrs. Whitaker
on Mrs. Lillian Hopkins last
for
Monday
C.
T.
while
Hooper,
Feb. 3.
returning to his
Song.Mrs. Perry and Mrs. Stinson
Anon.
The case was a serious one,
home at South Goulds boro Tuesday, was | appendicitis.
Selection, piano and violin.
and for a-.lime doubts were entertained
Mr*. Griffin and Mr. Bay
PARTRIDGE COVE.
thrown from his wagon, sustaining serious j
for Uer recovery. She is now
Song.Mrs. Whitten ! injuries. Dr. Small was
reported as
William Small and wife were in Bar
hastily sum- j
well.
Song, illustrated.
doing
and
moned.
found
a
j
dislocated
Harbor Friday and Saturday.
shoulder
Mrs. Perry and Mrs. Stinson
Feb.
3.
M.
Selection.Orchestra and other injuries.
Mrs. L. J. Smitb spent part of last week
Feb. 3.
Ice cream and cake were served, after
E.
with her brother, Reuel Bartlett, at East
SORRENTO.
which a social hour was spent in speeches
William Jackson is at home from Roach Lamoine.
MARLBORO.
and

games wSoon after midnight the

served.

|

Dr.

anchors and

lowing

pany

were

close rte-

Mrs. Josiah Bunker has returned from a
Ralph, son of Mrs. Florence Springer,
Rev. G. Mayo and Mrs. Mayo, of Ellsprotracted visit with old-home people at who has been critically ill, seems to be worth, were week-end
guests of George
a little.
Point.
gaining
Kittery
|
Mayo and wife, Kev. Mr. Mayo supply tng
Grammar school closed Jan. 30, after a the
The past week has given us a variety of
pulpit at Somesville.
weather in which the beantiful snow was profitable term often weeks. Miss Buzzell
Although the weather was cold, a Urge
the teacher, has returned to her home in
an important and welcome factor.
crowd attended the weekly- social given
A. B. Fernald s “Old Grey” has trotted Livermore Falls.
by the V. 1. society for the benefit ol the
Fred
E. Woodworth, of Bar Harbor, church Imt
his last mile, and was given a nasty exit
Friday-evening. Over fH ore
called on friends

the

steamer

prompt action by physi

after

wife has been very ill.

gale Saturday afterSchoodic dragged
collided with the steamer
Both steamers were considerably

the

to

cian and board of health.

the

ham.

at

ported, owing

E.

John Pherson is under medical treat-

Bangor

surgical treatment at
general hospital.
accompanied her.

eastern
Small

orchestra.

installation,

Eastport.

G.

her.

During
by Kay

the steamer

winter.

Ferren.
Music was

on

stranded at

pm.ft

from

_

sagamore.

othe*

mr

recent illness.

1

in Columbus hall.
resident of this town. The funeral was
The chiefs of Winnetka council were held attbe union meeting-house onSunraised by D. D. Mrs. Maud Bowden, of
| day. Rev. Mr. Bowles officiating. There
Hancock, assisted by Senior Past Chief was a large attendance.
Mrs. Cora Perry, D. G. P. Mary A. WilFeb. 3.
R.
liams, D. G. W. Fannie Blance, D. G. P.
E. A. Over, D. G. K. of R. Susie WorkWINTER HARBOR.
man, D. G. C. of W. Caddie Young. D. G.
Miss Gladys Smallidge is very ill.
K. of W. Myra Higgins.
William H. Sargent has his house up
The chiefs for the next six moons are:
Prophetess, Josie N. Blance; Pocahontas, and boarded.
Emma L. Stanley : Winonah. Eva T. StinC. E. Grover is spending a week with
•on: Powhatan, Irving Moore; K. of R„
relatives in Boston and vicinity.
BeasieW\ Ray; C. of W., Susie E. Over:
D. A. Morrison and wife are receiving
JL. of W., Iva M. Whitaker: scouts, Han- congratulations on the birth of a son.
nah Marshall, Hattie Hutchings; warMiss Linnie Smith entertained a party
riors, Nancy Perry, Bessie Crowley, Celia
; of young friends Friday evening, Jan. 31.
Noonan, Jennie Whitten; runners. GolMrs. Frank Huckins, who has been visdie Dolliver, Daisy Over; councilors, Emeriine Robinson. Hannah Cole: guard of iting relatives in town, returned to her
wigwam, Della Waagatt; guard of forest. home at Bunker’s harbor Saturday.
Steamer Marjorie is again on the Bar
Louisa Young.
The chiefs of the Red Men were raised Harbor-Winter Harbor route. The conby D. D. J. E. Bowden, of Hancock, venience of a daily boat is appreciated.
assisted by the senior past chief, Stephen
During the Saturday evening gale,
C. Cole, of Baskahegan tribe.
chimneys were blown from the house of
The chiefs are as follows: Prophet, C. E. Grover and from Hotel Hanover.
Stephen Cole; sachem, Harvey Newman;
Capt. A. J. Guptill, who has\**en em-

Opwaty .Vnw
FRANKLIN.

clement weather and

senior

freshments

the

After a long struggle the Pine Tree lub
has at last succeeded in getting it- -!..-rtI ing camp moved from Kittredge’s fore*- to
{ Trout isle in th" Somesville pond. The
club has been working
faithfully on this

men

wreckage.
Feb. 3.

Th

to

few

a

pleasant home Wednesday
evening was pleasantly

Christian Endeavor held
service at 7 o’clock.

boats. « harves, etc. Moore Brothers and
J. W. Noonan !c«t their fish-houses with
everything they contained, consisting of
lobster
traps, fishing gear, bait, etcHenry Over, Herbert Seavy and William
Stewart lost boats. William Temple lost
fifty new lobster traps. Handy’s pier
was carried away, and Richard Sendix’s
fish-house was completely turned aro-ind.
The tide

r

Owing
there

trip to Bangor.
The storm of Feburary 1 was very severe
here, causing much damage to fish- houses^
a

^entertained

L In

-e

with games, and at

j lie ions

daughter, Mrs. F. C. Bickford, for the
Weal Goulds born. From
las: w;-k in

b**r

there she made

Mrs. ,u;

friends a! her

I

ot',^

wai

The friends of Mias Hazel Brown arc
sorry to learn of her illness, and hope sb<
will soon be out again.

home

Sunday.

Stephen Cole has been laid' up
grip fur several days.. Guy Cole
plat*? a: L. P. Cole’s.

pond.

The friends of Roger Allen are sorry tc
learn of bis illness, and hope he will soor
be out again.

school.

in

to cut

/

Ray has gone to Jones port to teach

the week

Feb. 3.

commencing

are

Miss Kathleen Richardson is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Arthur Clem.nt, at Sea!
Harbor.

Mrs. E. D. Chase, who has been spend-

ing

quite

Hon. Bert M. Fernald, of Poland,
the gnest of Hon. J. W. Somes Friday.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

E.

on

Mias Marion Lawson, of Boston, is visit
ing her aunt, Miss Mary Lawson.

Richard Heudix is ill.

two

Tuesday evening the ladies'
1
a
plesant entertainmen'
Neighborhood house. After the
uh7j
*
songs, etc., ice-cream, cake and
coff
served in the balcony. Proceeds
.k!"'
gave

short

a

Mias Mary B. Somes, who recently visited Boston, returned home Friday.

COCNTY NEWS.

dancing

*«

nuke

oil., pay,

Mf

number

*.

I. S.

OHM.'*

Xeml

Mrs. A. O. Jacobson is having
vacation.

Hancock county, and ha* never claimed U
At, hut il it tfce only paper that can prop
mrly he called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulator
The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Rer-wd's summer list, is larger
than that >f all the other papers printed
#n Hanc 1

Alfred

MANn.1

MT. DESERT.

in

only paper printed

almo* impossible fur
the 7~~
their run to Bar Harbor
Th *
u
oia laid at the wharf all
night.

COUNTY NEWS.

in

1 NOYES

B.

AIKEN,

and be

convinced.

Agent,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

& NUTTER

Mfg. Co.

Bangor, Maine.

COUNTY
Oo»»m
*

addiboMl

leu

guests
N«—

many pretty and valuable
Cato and coffee were served.
Ran.

presents.

°**<r >•»"

***

Feb. 3.

Speaker Cannon has not made up his
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
mind whether there opght to be one.
Senator Hale Huey with Currency
Gov. Burleigh says there are lots of
Eggs Go Up as Thermometer Goes
cities and big towns that ought to be pro- |
Bill—Maine Public Buildings.
Down—Corn Is Cheaper.
vided
with
better
accommodations
for
The cold snap has sent op the prioe of
Washington, D. C., Feb. 3 (special)—
the
5
business.
is
cents.
The producer is now getting
He
lookpublic
egg*
Some of the snappy, frosty air that handling
ing after the interests of Belfast, Bar Har- 25 cents, end the retailer 30 oents, with
good prospects of a farther rise.
lelighta the oldsters of the Maine delega- bor, Waterville,
Gardiner, Calais and
Corn is going off, |1.30 to flSB being the
tion haa been Ailing Washington of late, other Maine towns as regards
public range this week, with indications of a
further
facilities.
it haa been real zero weather, and the building
drop.
The quotations below give the range of
R. A. Coney, an Augusta boy, who is his
Maine men might well feel like kicking
retail prices in Ellsworth.
private secretary, keeps house in the new
Ooeatry Fradaao.
ip their heels. Snch weather is the special
office, when the governor is away at the Rotter.
ielight of Senator Hale. If it should con- Capitol. The latter building is two long
CMaaery psrh..MM*
Dshry.MMO
tinue-it will not—the senator would not blocks away, but the entire distance is
Cheese.
Save to lay aside the legislative tools for sheltered.
A tunnel, which very mnch
Best factory (new) per ».16glr
while in midwinter to hasten north to resembles the subway in Boston, runs beBeet dairy (new).. ..
Dutch
(Imported).JO
a
few
tween
the
sniffs of frozen ozone.
get
Capitol and the north side of
Heufehatel..0*
He has recently put the finishing the office building. Then there is a ride
■ante.
touches on the currency bill, working to np one flight on the elevator, and a tramp
Freeh laid, par do*.
M
that end along with one or two other down a corridor a block long.
Poultry.
■enators and that house Is now aa good as
Chicken!.
)8gS0
Gov. Burleigh is still drawing prises for
Fowl.legit
built. It has taken up a lot the senstor's
Bay.
in
Maine
the
time, and haa kept him from some other
way of public buildings.
Beet loo**, per toe.u els
things that he is anxious to get at. Some While the Calais building is not within
Baled.Ifglo
hie
Dne took up the cry not long ago that
district, as the ranking member of The Strew.
Senator Hale and his colleagues were not committee on public buildings and
Loose.9411
15
building the kind of a house that the grounds, he has been able to co-operate
▼•ffWSblM.
President liked. The President heard of with Congressman Powers to good advanPotatoes .pk
20 Onions, 4
04400
it, and promptly nailed it as a dne politi- tage, and has taken a deep interest in the Turnips, 4
02 Parsnips, lb
Oft
01 Carrots,
08
cal lie that deserved to be punctured by a matter. He has obtained a virtual promise Squish, lb
FROM WASHINGTON.

■

CAJiTINE.
a abort trip
made
VokcII
j M

HROOKUN.
to

Boston

pt week.

Perkins was confined to the
cold»<•*■“ by *
u»t
u
F 8

A. H.

held

bouse

Brooklin high school has been admitted
a standard high school
by Bute Superintendent Psyson Smith.
Dr. Troy, of New York, will preach in
the Baptist church next Sunday, and hold
services here for three weeks.

as

odgwick
o

Miss

Special evangelistic services

being

ere

[Id in the Methodist church, commencwitb last night, tud will continue
rerv evening with the exception ot Sat-

rdav. The meetings this week will be in
and will be
urge of itev. Mr. Hanscom,
ven up for the first twenty minutes to a
nice of King.
Rev, Mr. Patterson, paator of the Convgatienal church, received on Friday
ord ol the sudden death in Hanover, N.
of his mother.
Accompanied b\ his
ife, he immediately left tor Hanover via
account ot hit absence,
»ck«pojt. On
> services were held at the Congregarosl church yesterday, except the Y. V.
C. E. in the evening.
O.
Feb. 3.

house for

was Id town last week.
Mrs. J. B. Babson went to Boston last
Wednesday to visit bev daughter, Mrs.
Charles West.

who has been here
j w. Orindle,
of several weeks, returned
«»» vacation
to his boiue in Nsw York.
m morning
district deputy grand masCH Hooper,
will go to
o( ,his masonic district,
to-day to make his offlcial visit

number of teams ten is si weee ror me
to Great
oodi. Everett Conner went
rod with a pair of boraee from W. H.
ooper'a stable, and George Webater and
Tin Conner each started with a pair from
Urindle for the woods
ie stable ot Henry
the vicinity of Amherst.

business.

Superintendent-of-Schools Prank Mc-

,,r

A

on

Qouldrick

(EU„worth,

ittire date.

Portland

Mrs. Amanda Sellers is keeping house
for Mrs. J. B. Babson.

in

the lodge there.
Stacia Kelley add Mias Una
this morning for Maasaimram left
will vlait relatives
hosetts. Where they
weeks.
gr asveral
of the normal
Prof A. F. Richardson,
wash to Eestport, where
Ctool wont last
sn address before the eastern
e delivered
[tine teachers’ association.
and her brother,
Mire Mary Porter
have been at their
filliam Porter, who
,or • ,hort
pits**. Mo” Ac”*’
their home in Oam.turned to-day to
ridge. Mass.
which was to have
tlie basket ball game
at Emerson
Iken pla*e on Saturday night
and
(II between the Blnebill academy
on account of
mine high school, was,
to some
le heavy storm, postponed

in

Mrs. Idella Hill is keeping
Mrs. H. 8. Kane.

Emerson hall
Monaghan's orchestra,
•o«Ki».r evening.
fnrnishsd music.
was

dance

Mayo Is

The seniors of the high school gave an
entertainment at Orange hall Friday
evening. Net prooeeds fUAO.
Mrs. H. 8. Kane went to Portland Wedto enter the hospital for medical
treatment. She waa accompanied by Mr.
Kane.

nesday

Albert Marks and wife were pleasantly
surprised last Wednesday evening by a
party of friends, who presented them
with a large lamp and a beautiful rag.
v
Che Femme.

Death

liting her mother, Mrs. Clara CoDdon.
Miss Nellie Jones, who has been ill the
st four weeks, has somewhat improved.

n.

C.
_

SEDGWICK.

McGouldrid^ superintendent of
in tow'nlB^ week.

Frank

schools,

Thursday evening,

was

Rev. C. C. Koch gave

30.

course

regular meeting of Cecelia
Ige of Rebekahs five members were

At the Iasi

Sunday

on

listed.

last

an

interesting dis-

“Intemperance”.

The moonlight ball
terialize

week

w

on

hich did not
account

ma-

of the

place Feb. 12.
Eggemoggin lodge, F. and A. M., will
work the fellow-craft degree to-night. D.
me here.
D. Charles II. Hooper, of Castine, is exfrank Douglass and son Malcolm, and
to be present.
(latchings and aon Donald, of destine, pected
H.
Feb. 3.
lied on Capt. (ieorge H. Tapley Sunday,
iev. Mr. Patterson, of Oaetlne, gave a
LAMOINE.
ture.lbefore the Mntnal Improvement
Lester Salisbury, who has been in
ib Thursday evening. Ice cream and Massachusetts the
past three months, reie were served at the close of the meetturned home Saturday.
The sixth volume of the high school
8. Government
boat Geranium Timee is being prepared by the students.
bored for the night not long ago in Tuose
having the work in charge are:
po Island cove.
Her chief officer, Editor-in-chief, Lester Young; associate
fier W. Tapley, is a native of West editors, Emily Archer, Ear land Springer,
oksville.
Earl Smith, Frances Reed; business mana“• B.
Tomson.
ger, Earland Springer.
H.
Feb. 3.
trome P. Tapley baa sold hie horse
Myrtle Tapley
nday, after passing
Miss

storm will take

Bluehill
few days at her

returned to
a

_

_

llie to parties in Brookirille.
r». Roee
Douglass fell backwards on
frozen lawn last week, and seriously
iwd her head.

WEST BROOKIJN.
and Annie Bridges were
married Wednesday, Jan. 29.
School commences to-day, after being
cloaed four weeks on account of whooping

Roy

thooner Joann* Durgain, Cspt. Frank
kins, has arrived from Rockland, and

supper Thursday evening
Odd Fellows’ hall,
given by the
ekabs for the benefit of one of their

!b- 3-

wsa

a

auc-

______Tosiaojt.

NORTH SEDGWICK.
P. Allen, w ho has been
quite ill for
k, is better.

Speech.
Talk happiness. The word is sad enough
Without your woe. No path is wholly rough;
Look for the places that are smooth and clear'
And speak of them to rest the weary ear
Of earth, so hurt by one continuous strain
Of moral discontent and grief and pain.
Talk faith. The world is better off without
Your uttered ignorance and morbid doubt;
If you have faith in Qod, or man or self,
Say so; if not, push back upon the shelf
Of silence all your thoughts till faith shall
I

Washington

been

in

Oiantha Carter ia quite ill with a
*nd rheumatism.
Ada Allen will leave for Boston
“esday to visit relatives and friends.

will

grieve because your lips are dumb.

—By Ella Whe Ur Wilcox.
Some

days

because there is

legislation pending
here in which they arc concerned. The
State entomologist from Augusta, Prof. E.
F. Hitching*, has been before the committee

on

agriculture along

with several

Startling Figures.

said: “This world was
given to mankind and to trees as cotenants. It was given to them on equal
if not on precisely similar terms, for although man, by reason of his intelligence
and skill, is superior to the trees and can
exercise a mastery over them, yet on the
other hand, they are indispensable to his

in force for several

ex-

perts from other New England states
talking about the necessity of federal appropriations with which to tight gypsy
and browntail moths. This has come to

has
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Steeple Jacking Dead Kasy.

there.

Representative Burleigh is well settled
in his new office. Every member of
the House iB now provided with a comfortable place in which to meet his constituents and other callers, and also in
which to handle his correspondence. Gov.
Burleigh’s suite of offices is on tbe second
floor of the new marble office building, at
now

Impure blood

run* you down—make* ymm
easy victim for organic diseases. Burdock
Blood Bitters purifies the blood—cures ths
cause—builds you up.—A4wi.
an

aobcrttfumtnta.

Ytitbl

Our delicious Cod Liver'
preparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned
cod liver oil and emulsions
to restore health for
Old people, delicate children,
weak run-down persons, and
after sickness, colds, coughs,
bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles.
Try it on our guarantee
0. A. PARCHER, Druggist,
Ellsworth, riaine.

{tanking.

but he is

able report on the bill from the committee, Qov. Bnrleigh will co-operate with
other New Englanders in the House to
it

seriously.

The Berry C. was of 287 tons, and wan
bound from Portsmouth, N. H-, tar
Parrs boro, ligbt. There waa a email Insurance. The vessel broke up Saturday -night,
and the wreckage came ashore near the
seawall.

—

simple'washcureseczema

>

none

_

80483
2A®40 Pineapples,each 18436
IO4I2

They are not dependent upon him
dependent upon them. Without
them the atmosphere, instead of causing
It was when there were packet boats on
the pulses to throb with health, would the Erie canal. An Irishman offered
to
|
be an annual migration to Washington, as choke them with its
mephitic influence ! work his passage to Buffalo, and they set
the New England experts come down to and the earth would be converted into a
him to leading the horses that towed the
tell the agricultural committee of the progboat. He worked faithfully for two days,
lifeless desert.”
a great deal of thinking.
On the
ress
of the extermination and of tbe
Waving aside the possible exaggeration doing
third day be thought it out.
“By the
in this statement, it nevertheless is a facl
necessity for more funds.
he
said
as
well
walk
powers,”
“Imoight
Still another annual migration has come that trees are of vital importance to oui at* work my passage.” And walk he did,
without even thanking his employers.
to be the experts on forestry who journey : wellbeing. As a people we have been slow
to Washington to impress the same agri- ! to recognize the truth. We have cut and
Keeping Open House.
cultural committee with the necessity for slashed our great forests in the most
Everybody is welcome when we feel
an appropriation with which to purchase
wasteful manner, forgetting that there wat
and
we feel that way only when our
good;
w’ild fores; country in the White moun- any limit to our resources, and made bardigestive organs are working properly.
tains, that comprises the watersheds or j ren wastes of great areas of country. The Dr. King’s New Life Pills regulate the
action of stomach, liver and bowels so
rivers which flow down through Maine stern logic of events, however, finally
perfectly one can’t nelp feeling good when
and also through other New England
brought to the attention of the thouhtfuJ he uses these pills. 25c. at E. G. Moore’s
states.
! the absolute peril that confronted us. drug store.
i The browntails and the gypsy moths I Then forestry, which has been practised ic
Mistake Corrected.
have not yet invaded central Maine, but > other countries for hundreds of years, was
Correct the mistake of risking pneumonia
Qov. Burleigh is deeply interested in the ef- invoked to prevent the utter destructioc by neglecting a cough or cold when Foley’s
,
Honey and Tar will not only stop your cough
forts to check their ravages, and has given of our standing timber.
but expel the cold from your system. Foley’s
; his
increased Honey and Tar contains no opiates aud is the
Lumber consumption has
support to the annual appropriations.
i
and safest throat and lung remedy. G. A.
He also, long ago, championed the protec- more than the population. From 1880 tc best
Parches.
tion of the watersheds of New England 1900 the population increase was 52 pei
rivers. A strong organization toward se- cent, and the lumber cut increase was 94
curing tbe passage of the forest bill has per cent. The United States is now using
been built up in the House, and he has annually 400 board feet of lumber pei
striven shoulder to shoulder with Repre- capita, while the average for Europe is but
| sentative Currier, of New Hampshire, in 00 feet per capita. Since 1880-twenty-six
building it. He is taking hold again this years—the 1 amber cut has aggregated Itching, Burning Skin Disease Routyear, and if it be possible to get a favor- *706,712,000,000 board feet.
ed Without Use of Injurious Drugs.
;

______

"•

one

Talk health. The dreary, never-ending tale
Of moral maladies is worn and stale;
You cannot charm or interest or please
By harping on that minor chord, disease.
Sny yon are well, or all is well with you,
And Ood shall hear your words and make
them true.

New Hampshire people have

a

U. of M. Summer School.
Through the co-operation of the State
department of public instruction with
the authorities of the State university,
arrangements have been made whereby
teachers who attend the summer session
of the university may obtain a certificate

come.

No

Someone

Maine and

3._B.

ftason’s wnsrf.

be social and

who is
scrioualy ill,
Proceeds, fl8.

on the Calais
building will begin with the coming of spring, which,
with the Bar Harbor and Augusta appropriations, makes three buildings for the
State, the work on which is now expected
to commence this spring.

moniously and expeditiously, as a rule.
Probably there will be no exception when
the navy efficiency bill is considered.

Tbe governor has recently been taking
up another big batch of pension cases for
winter.
veterans of the third Maine district. He
I had the work all up to date early in JanuFeb.
ary, but since then the requests have been
TREMONT.
j coming in on him. His inside coat pocMrs. Sidney Wallace is confined to her kets were full of pension papers the other
home with tonsilitis.
morning when be started over to tbe penFriends of Mrs. Elzada Rich, who went j sion office. He worked there steadily for
to Portland /or treatment, are glad to three forenoons till he had called up all
learn that she has been successfully op- the cgses.
Daring tbe last few days he has
erated on for tumor, and is comfortable. been 'writing to the veterans all about
KlNwhat he found.
Feb. 3.

kooner Nelson Y.
McFarland, Capt.
him Perkins, from Boston via Port
I. arrived Saturday, and will
discharge

I

Eaton

cough.
Roy Eaton and wife went to Tremont
Saturday to spend the remainder of the

iseharging at Tapley’* wharf,

nhers,

rthat work

sledge hammer.

tor

has

Feb. 3.

benefit social and supper will be given
ball

a

j

again saddened this community by claiming one of its best young
men.
Arthur Morgan died Jan. 30 at the
home of bis father, Marcus M. Morgan, at
the age of twenty-three years. He was a
young man of proroife, always a quiet yet
genial young man, and of good habits.
Besides his father, be leaves a twin sister—
WEST B ROOKS VILLE.
Grace; also four other sisters—Mrs. Nellie
entertained
the
Mrs. Maggie Blodgett
Hardy, of Bluehill; Mrs. Emily Guptill, of
lies’ circle last Thursday.
West Ellsworth; Mrs. Inez Lord, of BosMrs. William E. Phillips, of Surry, is ton, and Miss Mabel Morgan.

Odd Fellow’s

driven by

Some folks cannot remember that SenaHale is the kind of a man who does
his thinking for himself. He agrees with
SUHRY.
Presidents when he thinks they are right,
James Uellison, of Augusta, was in and he disagrees with them when he
President
town a few days last week, visiting his thinks they are in error.
Roosevelt is also big enough to appreciate
grandfather, Henry J. Milliken.
H. A. Qasper cat his leg a week ago. It a man of Senator Hale’s type. Becsnse
did not trouble him much until he took the two do not agree aa to whether a doctor in the navy should command a ship, it
cold in it, and now he is Uid up.
does not follow that they cannot boild
In tbe gale Saturday, moat of tbe vessels
another house that both will approve. Aa
anchored in Patten’s bay dragged their 1
1 a matter of fact, the President and the
anchors, but none of them went ashore, senator have been much in consultation
as the heaviest wind was at low water.
j over the currency bill.
Much sympathy is felt for the bereaved
father and sorrowing sisters of Arthur
Probably when Senator Hale gets to
Morgan, whose death bas cast a gloom nailing boards on hia next house the Presover tbe community in whicb he lived.
ident will nbt altogether approve hia work.
He was a young man of much promise, Howe’ er, he is going to take
tip his bill
and an honored
member of
Arbutus for an increased efficiency in the navy
;
grange. A targe number attended the very soon. Tbe foundations are laid. The
funeral.
committee on naval affairs, of which he is
Feb. 3.
8.
chairman, is girded for the work. Tbe
chairman and its members work very harEAST BURRY.
Feb. 9.

.,

A

ten- penny

Wrecked on Duck Island.
The three-masted schooner Berry CL, of
Parra boro, N. B., saw wrecked on the
southeastern shore ol Little Duck island
last Wednesday night. The crew and an
women passenger were taken off by the
steamer King, Thursday, and landed at
Parrs boro, N.8., Saturday.
The crew of the life-saving station
learned of the wreck Thursday, and believing the crew to be still on board,
dipt. Trank Stanley and craw started taw
the wreck, ten miles away, in a north weak
gale and with the thermometer near asra.
Bowing was impossible, but they nasd
their sail successfully. Arriving at the
wrack they found it had been oeemtad
and waa doomed. Then, realising it wastoo late to return to tbs station, they jweoeeded to Great Duck island, and spank
the night at the light station.
Much anxiety waa felt on shore for the
life-saving craw when It did not retnra,
and Friday Cept. Fred Phippsn, in Ua
gasolene sloop, went in search of the craw.
He towed them back to their station,
where they arrived Friday night. Savant
men in the crew were frost-bitten, bah

I

The work of the steeplejack is greatly
overrated, and the courage of the individual is not what it is cracked up to be. An
old sailor said to me last night: “There’s
the steeple, on a firm foundation, as steady
as a rock and pointing always straight to
the sky. It may sway a trifle in a high
wind, but such a movemennt is imperceptible to the jack, who ascends by means of
ropes and scaling ladders, and is perfectly
safe if he is a careful man. If Capelle got
fl,000 for putting that ball on the pole of
the Singer building, all I’ve got to say is
he was-well paid for the job. Any firstrate

seaman

wonld have done it for

|60.”

Another old-timer of the sea chimed in:
“Yes. sir, nothin’ in it. Where would a
steeplejack be on a full-rigged ship with
the wind a gale and the yardarms beatin’
the waves at every roll? How would he
feel if sent aloft at such a time to furl the
main royal? He’d be only about 160 feet
above deck, but the mast would be waving
through the air like a witch’s wand with
four contrary motions—port and starboard
fore and aft. Imagine him out on the end
of the spar, just below the main truck,
holding on by bis belly, feet and hands
frozen, try in’ to take in sail! WTny, if the
poor devil managed to hold on, with the

Great inventors often have been praised
surrendering the secrets of their discoveries. Practically the same thing happened in the medical world in the case of
Dr. Decatur D. Dennis, the eminent skin
for

is what your money will earn if
Invested in shares of the

<Us¥ortli Loan and Bnildirg Assi.
NEW SERIES

A
is now

opeii. Shares, Ml each; mtmUUy p«pmerits, 81 per share-.

WHY PAY
when

RENT

can borrow on your
a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
Mid interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
titan you are oow paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

you

snares, give

own YOUR own HOME.
For

particular* inquire of

O. W. Tapliy, See’j.
Fir At Nat'l Bailie Bid*.
A. W. Kind. President.
_

legal Notirr*
FORECLOSURE^

NOTICE OP
Eiheel Willey, ir., of Cbenytield, iu the county of Washingiwa.
Victor Biewer and El bridge E. Richardson, at
Eden, in the county of Hancock and State of
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated the fourteenth day of November, a. d. 1906. and recorded In the Hancock connty registry of
deeds, book 485, page 207, conveyed to me, tks
undersigned, a certain parcel of land situated
in plantation No. 7, In said county of Hancock, and bounded and described as follows,
viz.: Beginning 120 rods from the northeast
corner of said township numbered 7 on the
town line of said No. 7 and No. 10; thence
south 160 rods; thence west 200 rods; thence
north 160 rods to north line of said township
No. 7; thence east on said line 200 rods to
place of beginning.containing 200 acres, being
the same lot conveyed ns this day by A loom
Smith and the same conveyed said Smith by
recorded in
Byron Smith April 2, 1894. and
Washington county registry of deeds, book
294, page 550. And, whereas, the condition of
said mortage has been broken, now, therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortAlonzo Smith.
gage.
December 28, 1907.

WHEREAS

specialist of Chicago.
Dr. Dennis, in his own office practice,
discovered that pure vegetable oil of wintergreen, properly mixed with other simple remedies, was practically a sure specific
for the Eczema, psoriasis, barber’s itch,
salt rheum and other itching skm diseases.
But the oil of wintergreen alone rf^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been
1
appointed adminwas found ineffective.
It required other istrator of the estate duly
of
mild ingredients such as glycerine and JOHaN F. PETERSON, late of PENOBSCOT.
! in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
thymol compounded with the wintergreen
bonds as the law directs. All persons
given
to produce the real eczema cure.
aving demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
This compounded D. D. D. Prescription settlement, and all indebted thereto are repositively takes away the itch at once— quested to make payment immediately.
Solon H. Peterson.
the instant it fs applied to the skin.
This I Penobscot, Jan. 20,1908.
vegetable liquid does away with deleterisubscriber
gives notice that
ous drugs so long used in an attempt to
THEhe has. been hereby
duly appointed adminisdoctor the blood, whereas modern science i trator of the estate of

FRANK O. FARNH.tM, late of PENOBSCOT,
has determined that eczema is first and all in the
county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
given
a skin disease.
the
time
have
courses
the
completed
they
stating
demands against the estate of said
having
Tf you want to know more about the 1 deceased are desired to
and the credits given for each course. the east side with a western
present the same for
exposure, and mate below bellowing threats at him, he’d merits of D. D. D.
and all indebted thereto are re
*deha Hooper and her four small These certificates will be signed by the
Prescription, call at our settlement,
faces upon a big court. It is farther from never be able to get down to the deck
quested to make payment Immediately.
moved to the mines district Fribreaking his neck. Steeple- store. We vouch for th» remedy. E. O. I
Charles E. Gibbs.
president of the university and the State the House than some other offices, but again without
Me.
Moore, Ellsworth,
Orland, Jan. 20.1908.
jacking? Dead easy.”—New York Prfaa.
ternoon for the winter,
superintendent of public instruction. this is fully compensated for in the fact j
The names of these teachers and the that it is
Allen and wife are
Just acrosB the hall from the
spending a
or two
on file at the
with Mrs. courses taken will be kept
rooms of the committee on public buildia:Mclrose,
Mass.,
’Tis no
8
and
mother, Mr*. G. A. Grindle, and office of the State superintendent,
ings and grounds. When the new office
oeb Harold Grindle.
will doubtless be of great value to those
It makes
building was completed the committee
them.
L.
Hooper died Jan. 28. Funeral teachers in Maine who possess
changed its rooms from the capitol to that
matchless
in
the
be
Hereafter no work will
given
building.
Wednesday afternoon. Mr.
the State
*r
Rolls
and
committee
waves a wife and six children. summer schools conducted by
much
of
the
governor's
Very
department of public instruction along w ork is there. He was accordingly satis“'■v ha“ ihe
sympathy of all.
ambut
the line of secondary subjects,
““I
fied to have his offices near by so that he
fifty relatives and friends of
will be made for instruction could
go in and out conveniently. The
*ge and wife met at their hotr.e ple provision
in these subjects at the university.
w to
committee has been doing but little thus
celebrate their golden wedding.
be
a
will
State Superintendent Smith
far this session, but when the time for
Veiling was apent. The member of the teaching staff of the sumframing an omnibus bill arrives, it holds
mer term, and will give a course of lectures on “Superintendence”. These lec- many meetings and hears many people.
Jumping Off Place.
tures and the regular courses offered by Whether there will be an omnibus bill
II
ba5* m® in ita krasp; and Dr. Davidson, of the department of edu- this
session no one seems able to tell
reached the Jumping off!
«in I”
cation, should prove attractive to a large
(Amorlcm’m Qreateat Winter Wheat Patent)
advised to
Dr. King's number of Maine teachers.
*n<1 I want to say right
it
Suffering & Dollars Saved.
H*e.
!
1
my.
Improvement
E. 8. Loper, of Marilla, N. Y., says: “I
A Sensation.
*>“«•. ‘“d‘Her tak- t
The finest
do .m
and have had many severe
curative
marvelous
The
properties of am a carpenter Bucklen’s Arnica
fman ^
h",111®8 I was a weU and ! Foley’s
Salve. It
healed by
cuts
a
sensation
Honey and Tar has proven
of
Moore,
The
eiland
?ys °eor§® for
of severe coughs and colds that has saved me suffering and dollars. It is
Aa
coughs in many cases
olds anrt v..
? rel“®dy
treatment.
far the best healing salve I have ever
°' WBalc’ *°re lDn«8 had refused to yield to other
by
or
Are
reasons
and Tar will stop your cough, found.” Heals burns, sores, ulcers, fever
Foley’s
pneumonia New Dis- heal theHoney
v is
and expel the cold from your
'.!5c. at E. G.
eczema and piles.
Me. and fl at E. G. system. lungs
from "Town Talk’’—the latest
JlskyourGrocer for
Contains no harmful drugs. G. A. sores,
k’ss, d“preP'ecQ§tg
lUOrG to
druggist.
druggist. Trial bottle free.
Moore’s,
Parches.

r*»rt Hooper,

who has been ill a few
bss returned to his work as
stage

j

j1-

surprise,

Such

pies.

“TownTaUTFlour

..J11*

i2|10n

tty

sithM^o
‘“‘
*£«

wheat,

highest skill,

Prevent1*'

j

"Tld'Bits^

mill

ELL8WOKTH FALLS.

|

Tire Suave Mr.

PerkinsJjj

mother,
Alvin Staples went to the Maine general
hospital, Portland, Tuesday of last week,
for a surgical operation on his arm.

tr.nu

ear

ia at the Maine eye

infirmary, Portland, (or

treat-

Marine lodge will hare a public installation at Masonic hall February 11, after
w hich it will entertain its guesta at a ball
in
hall.
Refreshments will be
town
served.

North to visit her niece, Mrs. C. M.
Witham. and other relatives in this section. While at Sunshine, on Deer Isle,
the guest of her brother, James Sadler, she

r!i«-

speedily

and

securely

as

to almost

excite admiration.
When lie it d I'ills hed his work lie shoved the body
aside, took a glance at the papers and
ahook bands with his coadjutor. The
latter may have heeu iu the same
architectural line of business.
Mr.
Treadwell had ordered up a bottle of
wine, but had forgotten to open it.
The two men now saved him the
trouble
it was good wine, and they
smacked their lips over it aud complimented
the
American. Then they
winked at him. twiddled their lingers
from the ends of their noses, and
Walked softly out.
It was three long hours before a
waiter looked in to see if the Yankee
had jumped his bill and departed.
Mr. Treadwell was untied and
ngagged, a charge of sixpence extra
placed against his name for being tied
tip aud robbed, and when he went to
the police and related the whole circumstance and asked that Mr. Perkins and the others be run down he
Was answered by the oflieer:
I “Oh. go home and sleep it off! Tow
•re one of those buggy Americans xvbe
•light never to be allowed at large!”
M. QUAD.
i

S'ben

Hardison,
S. G. Butler, who

has been

taken

was

ill

w

ith pneumouia, and

was

confined to her bed for six months. Her
great longing to get home resulted in the
determination to undertake the journey,
Mr. Witham welt to Deer Isle, took her

bed, put

her sick

from

landed

steamer,

her aboard

a

Mt. Desert Ferry,

her at

placed ber in ca*, and away she sped for
her home in the more balmy Soulh, where,
stated,
parently
journey.
as

]

in due time arrived

sue

ap-

the worse for her long
Mrs. Taylor was Miss Sadler;
she spent much of her girlhood here. She
was married to Mr. Taylor iu the South,
where

none

he has

tensive

a

plantation,

cotton

peach orchard,

an

Mrs. Washington Abbott has been visMrs. Caddie Robertson and Mrs.
Dora Abbott the past week.

ex-

iting

and all the other

accessories of rural life in that section of
the

*

*<«'"

*

pIe^i^editorTal

working in

the woods for Chester Williams, returned
home in Northeast Harbor last
to his

no, I.

Dr. Hartman is now offering Peruna to the public as a regular pt».—|r
tical product It is just as ethical ss any compound pat up for the
profeeeion. Ho straining of medical ethics can find any foult with itni
raiVCIPAL ACTIVE IHGBHDIEHTS are prominently incorporated in 2;
label on the bottle, that the people may know that the daism made for
^
hare a true justiffcation.
medical
from
othfos in the coudmt *
The only departure wa ahull make
Peruna afihin in the future, is the foot that we shall continue to advertise uu
111
sell our product TO THE PEOPLE.
If wo would agree to sell to doctors only, to advertise for doctors «w
then the medical fraternity would bo obliged to recognise Peruna as
^
within their

week.

Ernest Bragdon has returned from P >rtland, where he has been fireman on a
freight train, and has gone in the woods
for Robert Lowrie.

Perm!

foS

approval.
BUT WE SHALL HOT DO THIA

entirely

We shall oontinue to offer Peruna to the people. We shall eontfoaefc
oonvsy to the people our elaima for Parana as a household remedy. Wsihu
continue to supply the people with free literature, teaching them how to »
our medicine, teaching them how to avoid disease, teaching them many thfo
of benefit to the home. We shall oontinue to do this, whether the
it or not*
pvoftMion
We are proposing from this tism on to take the (mblie into eur confide
notwithstanding that some issitaton and sabstitutsrs will be attemptim *
put up something which they eonsider just as good as Peruna, we are (oimu
draw aside the veil of secrecy and allow any one who chooses to know
^
07 WHAT PXRUH A IB OOHPOBSD.
i
Thu ought to disarm all honest criticism. w* expect, however, that ok
««<«■ will ooatiau*.
On aomo protoxt or other those who an envious of %
suoceee of Parana will eontius* tt
t*

msdfcS

Who Object to
Liquid Medicines Can
Now Secure Peruna
Tablets.

%£■ £r™u*™***>
peruea^d a great

People

medicmi

*

aoM*hoidwwih

| sariyssfiifs;

year wo expect to establish new plsm
in foreign lands until the people of all the world are supplied with this Tillable household remedy.
WE CLAIM PERUNA TO BE A CATARRH REMEDY. Bay a bottloi*
try it If it helps you, bo honest and acknowledge that it has helped you
If you want us to wo will publish your statement exactly as you furniik %
to ua We will add no words, take away no worda If you irish us to we siB
publish your portrait in connection with it Wo will not do this without yon
written request without your entire consent
Peruna has cured thousands of people of chronic catarrh, in many phue
and locationa At least that U what the people say to ns, through uniolicitk
testimonials. Peruna will cure many thousand more, in spite of fabrimtt
Brooklin was closed a few weeks on
slanders to the contrary.
| account of whooping-cough, resumed
WALTHAM.
WE GUARANTEE EVERY BOTTLE OP PSRUEA TO CONTAIN III
teaching Monday, Feb. 3.
P». F. Jorlan with his tern hisgnn.*in, INGREDIENTS PRINTED ON THE LABEL
I
The basket ball team was to play the the woo s to work fo- Steph n J rdsn.
Wo guarantee that every testimonial wo nee is absolutely true-ia tk
team in Castine Feb. 1.
A F. Merrill has be-un sawing in his
Thay went by
exact language of the testifier.
of Brooksvilte, but oonld not rrosa to spoolwood mid for the * inter.
'< way
We guarantee that every photograph published is tho photograph of tk
(Lstiue uu account of* the storm. They
Mrs. Josephine Stanley, who has been
j returned home Sunauy (orenoou.
person whose name it bears, that every word of every testimonial was anticvery ill wLh the grip, is improving.
M.
j Feb. 3.
lzed by tho hand that signed iL
Mrs. E. L. Kingman, of Bangor, is visitWe are determined to boat our opponents by being fitirer than they in,
NORTH FRANKLIN.
her
mother.
ing
by dealing sqnarer than they dare to. Wo are determined to meet faliehnt
Miss Jane Williams is st home from
Benjmin Willey met with an scci lent with truth, dnplicity with candor, insinoerity with einoerity.
South Gouldsboro, where she has been
in the mill of A. K. Haslam saw ing three
We know that the nsen of Peruna will appreciate our stand. Weboluw
tea hing.
of bis fingers badly.
that the dealers in Peruna will applaud our course. We expect even our ip
Fred Woodworth came up from Bar
Mrs. Annie Grave*, of Itangor, v. bo h*s
H<rbor last week to visit his father, who
ponente will be obliged to acknowledge finally that Parana is not only a
been visiting her sister, Miss lssr*l Jorhonest and useful remedy, but one of the GREATEST HOUSEHOLD EESis ill with heart trouble.
returned
dan,
Saturday.

Mrs.

country.

Marcia Bragdon and two children

CHE8 OH

Miss Julia Kankin visited relatives in
Mariaville last week.
Alden

Haslam

was

in

Bangor Tuesday

Wednesday,
pair
heavy t< am horses.

and

where he

purchased
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Mrs. George Murch is quite ill.
Capt. Grecnley Smith is seriously

rhoisands Hate Kidney
Troable and Never Sospect %
Mrs. Celia Fullerton, who has been very |
Prevalency of Kidney Disease.
ill at

!

his home here.

the grip, is a little better.
Byard Carter, little son of Calvin Carter
and wife, was badly burned recently on
body and hands.
Mrs. Della Hodgkins, who has been with
her daughter, Mrs. Murch who is ill, has
ill with

returned to her home in Brewer.

Most people do not realize the alamv
increase and remarkable prevalency
of kidney disease.
While kiuueyaisorders are the

ing
I

_

_

most

common

diseases that pre-

vail, they are
almost the last

Keith*& Theatre, Boston.
The bill at Keith’s for the coining week
contains four stars—Horace Goldin, Julias
Steger, Grace Hazard and Whit CunlifTe.
Goldin’s inventive skill, mechanical
ability and deftness as a conjuror have
made him one of the foremost magicians
of the day. He has several new tricks
which have never before been shown in
Boston.
A return visit from Julius Steger and
his company in “The Fifth Commandment” will be a most welcome event, for

recognized by
patient and physicians, who
teith doctoring the effete, while the
inal diuaee undermines the system.

eon-

orig-

Tint To So.

There is comfort in the knowledge SO
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer’s
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy,
fulfills every wish m curing rheumatism,
pain in the back, kidneys, liver, bladder
and every part of the urinary passage.
It corrects inability to hold water
and scalding pain in passing it, or bad
) ne uau reaa mem over ana over,
effects following use of liquor, wine or
■nd he sat pondering on the matter, vaudeville has never seen a more
pleasing beer, and
overcomes that unpleasant ne■then bia bedroom door opened softly.
playlet.
cessity of being compelled to go often
Be sat with bis back to it and the
Those who saw Grace Hazard in her
during the day, and to get up many
konr was almost evening. He heard dainty
novelty, “Five Feet of Comic times during the night. The mild and
nothing and had no premonition The Opera,” when she played about a year the
extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root
•ret be knew two hands gripped his ago, will never forget the instantaneous is soon
realized. It stands the highest
throat and pulled him over backward hit she made. She has become one of
for
its
wonderful cures of the most disthe
•n tile floor.
Then he looked up tc most
tressing cases. If you need a medicine
sought-after stars in vaudeville.
should have the best. Sold by drag•nd Mr. Perkins sitting on his chest
CunlifTe, known as “The Man in you in
•nd another man in the room
fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes.
Brown”, is a singer of comic songs who is gists
You
may have a sample bottle and a
“Don’t kill the bloke!*' whispered sore to create a sensation.
book that tells all
the other man.
"The documents are
Sam Watson’s Farmyard, a most unusual i about it. ljoth sent free
right here under our noses, and we animal act that is full of
comedy, Vernon, by mail. Address Dr.
ought to be obliged to him."
Kilmer & Co., Binga remarkable ventriloquist; lhe Rose De
Mr. Treadwell was not throttled to
Haven sextette, a beautifully staged d&nc- | hamton, N. Y. When Home of Swmsip-Koot.
death.
Mr. Perkins had
evidently ing act; Wynn and Lewis, “The Kah! Kab ! j writing mention this paper and don't
make
come prepared for such an event, but
mistake, but remember the
Boys,” in a bright conversational skit; j name. any
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and
gave over grudgingly aud slipped a three
Abdallah
Arabian
brothers,
the
address,
Binghamton, N. Y.
gag into the mouth of his victim. Then tumblers;
Eldridge, who makes pictures
he produced cords and trussed him t:p
with sand; Myers aud Rosa, jugglers, and
no

SMi

haries
visiting her rather,
East brook, the past week.

in

_

reticoats.

air

other pager.

been

have

Jasper Bragdon, who went to the Maine
general hospital three weeks ago to be
treated for appendicitis, had not been
Mrs. Sarah B. Preasey died at the home
operated upon at laat accounts.
of her son, Charles A. Pressey, Sunday
Peb. 3.
Monday.
_T.
evening. She was a most estimable
John, the two-year-old son of Andrew
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
woman and will be greatly missed by her
Webber and wife, died Sunday, after an
neighbors and relatives.
Harry Patten will leave Thursday for
illness of several days. The funeral took
A leap-year hall will be given in the Boston to attend school.
place Tuesday.
town hall Wednesday evening, Feb. 5.
Mrs. E. S. Preble returned Saturday
Albert E. Foster was at Deer Isle from
Men, not being so modest as women, have from Greenville.
Friday until Monday to attend the funeral j ured
strong hints to get themselves InvitM. P. Cleaves, of Bar Harbor, was in
of his brother, John B. Foster, who died
ed. Each lady will select her partner, and
town last week.
suddenly on Tuesday of last week.
none will be admitted without a ticket.
The Boy’s club met with Fred Emery,
George Dunham died Sunday afternoon Men free. The Stonington hand will furat the home of his daughter, Mrs. J. E.
Friday evening.
nish music.
Ginn, of consumption, after an illness of
Mrs. Lynam is at Mis Eunice Simpson's
The local basket-ball team played Bluebesides his
severall we* ks. He leaves
in Newton, Maas.
hill Friday evening at the town ball, with
services
children.
Funeral
several
wife,
Mrs. Charles Simpson and daughter
a score of M to S in favor of Deer Isle.
were held from the house Tuesday mornIt was not so fortunate, however, with Juliet, are in Chelsea, Maas., guests of
ing.
the Bar Harbor Y. M. C. A. team which Miss Anna Sibley.
News of the death of George N. McMrs. Theodore Jewell recently gave a
played here Wedneaday. Although the
Carthy, at Colorado Springs, was received night was stormy, the hall wad packed.
reception at her home in Newton Centre.
by his relatives here last Friday. Mr. Mc- The score was 2B to 10 ia favor of Bar Msss., in honor of her mother, Mrs.
Carthy was the son of Charles D. McCarty Harbor.
Walker.
Several Sullivan friends atand wife. He is «urvived by one sister—
Rex.
Feb. S.
tended.
Mrs. Walter t Thompson, of Waltham,
Those who went to Bar Harbor Saturday
BLUEH1LL.
Mass., and six brothers-John, Charles,
from here enjoyed (?) the trip homeward.
Fred, Frank, Raymond and Harold McMias Mildred Chase is teaching for a
On account of the severe storm, the SamoCarthy, all of this place. The deceased was few weeks in Milbridge.
set did not make her usual afternoon trip,
about twenty-eight years old, and was a
The steamer arrived from Hockland Feb. thus the three
passengers for this town
general favorite among hia acquaintances. 1, the first boat for ten
days.
were stranded at Mt. Desert Ferry.
They
He graduated from Ellsworth high school,
of
F. E. McGouldrick, superintendent
decided to go to Waakeag. On their arclass of 1S96, after which he learned raillast week in Brooklin.
rival they found they had “come to a
roading, at which he {had been employed schools, spent
The ladies’ Congregational circle has been river and couldn't get across”, so one of
most of the time since. The remains are
expected to arrive here Wednesday even- making repairs on the parsonage the pest the party continue! the trip to Hancock
to spend the night. Another returned to
ing. Arrangements for the funeral have week.
on the arrival of the
not yet been made.
Misses Whittlesy and Burrill, who own Mt. Desert Ferry
train from the west and returned home
mends here of Mrs. ueorgia iwyior, a cottage at Parker point, are spending
Sunday morning, the Samoset making s
who left here last Wednesday for ber home the winter in Italy.
special trip. “A patient waiter is no
in Atlanta, Gs.,*will be glad to learn that |
Rev. W. H. McBride arrived in town
loser.” The third one braved the eleshe arrived there »afely.
Mrs. Taylor j Saturday and began bis year with the
ments, wns later taken across the f rry,
mdert-oo’c this journey nnder peculiar j Congregational church February 2.
and arrived home safely about 11 oclock.
Last snmmer she came j
circumstances.
Miss Elsie Philip, whose school in
Feb. 3.
H.
White, who has been living
here for some time with H. R. Bonsey and
family, returned to her home in Boston I
Mias Laura

When Mr. Perkins had got through
praising Uncle Sam’s country and
Children he turned to the subject n>
hand. It was his wife that had died
i«nd his furniture that had l«een sob!
he was an architect at;
St aiK tion.
had met his downfall by trying to i.
troduce American ideas into Kualao*
such as dark bedrooms. pallors it
Jwhieb two people had to sit with tue,
ihnees touching and hot air fu-mice
hot

Me

ment of her eyes.

Charles D. McCarthy has been in town
several days, since learning of the
death of his son, George N. McCarthy.

bad not goue two blocks from the
bouse when a young- woman overtook
ban. Site explained that she had been
lady’s timid in the house for a nuratier
of years and coveted the box as a souThe
■venir or her dear dead mistress.
ferret f:*ced man had lieen bidding for
Would Mr. Treadwell respect the
fcor
tentime*t that actuated her and lei
her ba'e the box for what he paid?
Mr. Treadwell declined to sell.
The hotel had scarcely been reached
buries IVrkius desired an Intrben a
Mr. Perkins was suave—ex
ter' lew
fteedfugl; suave He bud lieeu in AmerII*' had seen Boston Common
ica.
Although he was oue of the most pa
Itriotic of his majesty's subjects, he bad
gazed u;> >:> Bunker Hill mono incut am!
{found his heart swelling with pride a;
the thought of bow bravely it bad

•south of the manufacturer. That sun
slalwood box had l*eeu presented t«*
his wife by Queen Victoria in per* orfor making the best pumpkin pies t«
all England. There were other assm ia
tions connected with it. and be li n.
called in b<*i»es that Mr Troa iwe'j
could see his way clear to
t-r
•urn of £15 for the sad relic.
I Mr. Treadwell felt for the suave Mr.
Perkins, but he couldn't part w irh the
He was still mad at the |>eop!e
box.
!Who had called hint a Yankee and gi-y
•led over his bargain, and he had N*
gnu to smell a rat. No sixpenny s »n
dal wood box was worth £15 unle***
there was some secret con netted with
ft—something by which he might p^o’l*
•nd get even. He therefore turned M»*
Perkins down and took the bos to hi*
room and examined itIt seemed
•othing more than a plain hamiker
chief box.
There were no traces o'
the tears shed by the dead and gone
If the late Mrs. Perkins had ever bro
ken it by throwing it at the head of he
husband, it bad been repaired again
Mr. Treadwell peeked and peered and
found nothing.
It was only when he
came to measure that he suspected a
secret drawer and at length found one
The contents consisted of a birth and
• marriage certificate of the same per
•on, and the death of that person bud
liken place fifteen years previously
111 near as could be figured out. the
papers were valuable to complete a
mcord and establish a claim. The fer
W faced man knew It. the young wo
■tan knew It. and the suave Mr. Per
kins knew it. Tbev were in cahoots to
possession, and not for one moment
4id Mr. Treadwell believe that any of
them had a legal right to the documents.

Mrs. Mattie Bray
and

for

He bid first against
ft ferret faced man and determined to
The people around him got
liave it.
on to the fret that he was a “Yankee**
ftnd made cotumeuts that further determined hlia. To the auctioneer’s surMr.
prise. the bids weut up to £10
Treadwell would have carried them to
Rouble that sum but the other bklder
rushed away to look for some one in
the crowd, and. lieing afraid of missing a go id thing, the auctioneer knocked the trifle down to the last bidder,
and it was handed to him aud paid for
He
amid giggles and open laughter.

(that only produced

County .Yews.
DEER ISLE.

McCarthy.

Mrs. Ada

her

caught his fancy.

me

Pbr Additional

Mrs. Walter Thompson, of Waltham,
Maas., was here over Sunday, the guest of

[Copyright. 1
I James Treadwell of Boston, being In
liOudon. dropped in at a sale of goods
A
ftnd chattels at a private hoire.
•andaiwood box was put up which

•Been neid against

UOUiNTY JNJEWS.

the

kinetograph

with

new

pictures

will ail

places on the programme.
Vester Victor will head the bill for the

have

week of the 17th.

Hucksport Vessel Wrecked.
The Bucksport schooner J ulia Baker, 1(2
tons, dragged ashore and was wrecked at
Milbridge in last Saturday’s gale. She
was commanded
by Capt. Fred Nutter,
and was loaded with wood.
The schooner Abbie Morse, & tons, of
Steuben, commanded
Nutter, was wrecked
Both vessels
Nutter.

were

by Capt.
at

owned

the

same

Albert
time.

by Capt. Fred

Chester young man who had prolonged
on his sweetheart a few
nights ago
was surprised when a window in an
upper
story was raised as he left the house, and
the voice of the mistress called out:
“Leave an extra qmrt this morning,
please !”
A

his call

remembrance* ha* rarH? h*-» n steal
HTOMN JTON.
Mrs. Helen Haslam and daughter Lurie
Penobscot.
Besides l he II* * era *M
visited friends in Ellsworth last week.
Philip Crockett and wife arri *ed from m-t ompanied the body, there wn
{
Feb
H.
! Borton Saturday.
large square and compass piece from U
The town schools will close Feb. 7 for * masonic lodge at Loveland, m muon
BLL’ KHILL FALLS.
three weel s’ va'ati »n.
pillow from Rising Star lodg * 1or l *u
All the teams were out Fridsy and Sat- 1
in emblematic colors irom Penobsec
Erasmus J. Carter, who has been very ill,
urday hauling fire wood.
ohaf Ur, O. E. £*., of v hi* h be w as s n>ea
is now able to be about.
and
Rose Csin, o( steamer Catherine, spent i
many tribute* i.oni ptrsc*
Mrs. Peter Anderson, formerly Miss her,
friends.
Sunday with his sister, Erie Hall.
Alice Tnuxiow, is very 111.
Mr. Hellers was a youns man of umisa
Grace Candage spent last week at the \
Raymond Small baa moved bis family to tionable tharmcter sod inUgrity, and N
Plains with her aunt, Mrs. Harvey Stover.
the bouse of Joseph Brimigion.
for his illness, his future w** m >*t pro*
1
Mrs. B. A. Gray has seme lilac branches
Miss Lela Innes, of Boston, is clerking ising. His friendly way* ana *cift|iR
that she put in a pitcher of water Jan. 1. in
1
the Benvenue Granite Co.’s office.
manners won for him mai.y frier.ds. »*
They are all leaved out, and quite large
Mrs. Joseph talker, of Swan’s Island, bis energy, pcrtwwnr uice and pluck w*
buds have formed.
it visiting her sister, Mrs. George Wallace, admired by all. Hia parents, relatives**
Feb. 3.
Cbcmbs.
friends have the sy rope thy of all.
At the races on the pond Wednesday,
* «emeutj
BASS HARBOK.
Roy E. Fifield's horse, Rtd Leaf, won four j The interment was st Payvi»
Wo* nioctt
P«b. 3.
The schooner A bans, ot St. John, N. B., out of five of the races.
went ashore here in the storm Saturday
Mr. Freethy, who con lucts the five and
SOUTHWEST HARBO:*.
night, having parted both her chains. ten-cent store of Florian Small at Swan’s
She ie a total lose. The captain and crew Island, is in town for a few
The gale Saturday ni ;bt was very ***
days.
of four men are aafe. The storm was
At the school entertainment on Friday Several boats went a»h<re in *jutli«*
the wont one for many yean, and with
evening at the opera hots atxut |60 waa Harbor and at Oooee cove.
the high tide, did much damage to boats,
taken. This mon?y is to make a payment
Owing to a difll ulty of th" threat,*
lobster traps, can, etc. The Abana is
on the school piano.
W. Rich, of Southwest Harbor. is
ashore in nearly the same place where the
Grand officers Mrs. Lucy J. W«a\er and home.
He will l«*a e f r h « wor*c ^
English bark William Carey was wrecked I
Mrs. A. M. Clark came from Ca :*den Jan. ►outhe^n Mrtna.hu* It* t-s* ►« n **
about forty yean ago.
28, to install the officers of Rockbi und able.
His hotel, the Uei.tr**I hra*’
Feb.
Y. Z.
j Kcbekah
a®*1 *
lodge. A good time is xc ported. Southwest Harbor, is **i'l
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
News whs received here Friday of the be conducted oy liis wile (iurinfW
Mrs. Lucy Perkins has gone to Caaline death of Arthur Parris, son oi Mrs. Han- absence.

3.__

j

!

j
j

■

j

3._x.

was

at

a

reunion of

a

gallant Irish

Feb 3.

apend the winter^with her son George. nah McFarland, at Jacksonville, Florida,
Monday and Tnesday evenings there of typhoid fever. The remains will be
to Rockpert for burial.
were entertainments and
suppen at High- carried!
to

land hall for t he benefit of the pastor. A
sum of money was realized.
The cold wave Unded here squarely
Thursday, and its searching severity, with
the high wind prevailing, equalled any of
old Boreas’ performances of last winter.
Feb. 3.
H.

good

---*-

Nathaniel Doane has gone to Boston on
business.
Mr. Doane has about six:y
men employed on Marshall island
getting
out lumber.
Schooner Lotlubkia has just
sailed for Lynn, Mass., wiih a b>ad of

Stopped hi*
Dizziness

pine.

The Benvenue's four-master, Francis
Hyde, Capt. Healey, nusu-r. bound for
TREMONT.
some southern port with
lumber, arnved
Dr. C. E. Bonsfleld, svetenn missionary at Bermuda in
distress, according to a
from China, will speak in the
cable
received by 8. B. Thurlow from Wilfollowing
From The Pin” Woods.
J
churches next Sunday, Feb. 9: Manset, liam Woodcock and J oh u Dolton. WoodHyomei'a Aromatic Air is Guaranteed 10JO a. :n.; Bass Harbor. 1.15
cock
and Dolton b <th belong
p. m.; Seal
her?, and
to Cure Catarrh or Cost Nothing.
Cove, 3 p. m; all standard time.
will come home by steamer.
When using the Hyomei treatment,
Feb-3.
N.HIL.

the air yon breathe is like that on the
Premature Obituaries
mountains high above sea level where
Ote ot the traditions of the office of the
the pine woods fill the air with aro- New York Herald
has to do with an editor
matic healing that gives health and who was a
great upholder of the infallibistrength to those suffering from disof
his
lity
paper, it simply couldn’t make
eases of
the respiratory
organs.
Breathed throngh the neat pocket in- a mistake.
A
flustered
citizen once burst into his
haler that comes with every outfit,
the healing balsams of Hyomei reach office and bustled up to the editorial desk.
the most remote air cella of the “Bee hfere!” he demanded. “Thie
obituary
throat, nose aDd longs, destroying all notice. It’s all wrong!”
catarrhal germs and giving quick
“What’s wrong about itf” asked the
relief and cure.
editor, in calm confidence.
Hyomei has
performed almost
“Why, it’s about me. I’m not dead!”
miracuions cures of catarrh, often reIf the Herald says you’re dead”
storing health in chronic cases that replied the editor, “you’re dead. Bternly
But/’
ne
added rather
had given np all hope of recovery.
magnanimously, “if you
Its best action is at the Btart of the don’t like being dead we’ll K
print
Jyour
*
notice.
disease, when the breath is becoming birth
His attitude was rather different from
offensive and when discharges from
that of another editor, who on
being
the noB6, droppings in the throat and shown
by the n.an most interested that

frequent sneezing or spasmodic congh the death of the complainant waa falsely
ing begin to make life a burden. At reported,
profusely and offered
regiment, and in due course a member the first symptom of catarrhal trouble, to make itapologized
all right.
“We’ll print a correction at
rose to
express his carefully rehearsed use Hyomei and see how quickly you
he
once,”
1
said.
sentiment. “Here’s to th* ould 59th,” he get relief and cure.
“Well,” said the man who wasn’t dead,
The
outfit
and
coste but (1
complete
began, hotly, “the last in the field an’ the
it would be better to let it
stand
first to lnve it.” “Ye muddler !” shouted is sold by G. A. Parcher under guar- S'S
I 11 show if to my friends when
thev want
a
compatriot, springing to his feet, antee to refund the money if it doeB to borrow money.”_!r0man>s
Home Com•‘Here’s to th’ ould 59th, eqnil to none !” not give satisfaction.
pan ion
It

f

Steep Falls, Me., July 31. &
“I have used the true ‘L. F Bi««
for constipation and dizziness an*
ceived much benefit from theui,
almost entirely cured from <h*1”?
with which I was greatly amictea
fore I used the Bitters.”
F. L. Stroat
I

People who use "L F
Bitters regularly, never suffer th*
nesses that come from a derangetem.
wife,
Stomach, liver and bowels
died at Loveland,
Col., Jan. 26. arrived blood are kept in a condition of P*
here Sunday, Feb. 2, and the funeral was
healthfulness by this useful meoi®'
held a: the Methodist church
re
Monday at
They are the standard family
10 a. m., Rev. C. H.
Bryant officiating.
Mr. Sellers bad been in Colorado for his At your dealers, 35c.
PENOBSCOT.

FUNERAL OK LESTER M. SELLERS.
The remains of Lester M.
Sellers, only
son of Capt. J. B. Sellers and
who

health since July, 1906, and was in his
health up to the day of his
death,
when he was taken
suddenly with a
serious illness, and died in fifteen minutes.
The body was embalmed, and
arrangements immediately made for
sending it
East, by Lawyer A. H. Romans, of Loveland, who has proved himself a near and
dear friend to lister
during his stay in
that city. The esteem of his
many other
friends w’as manifested by a
profusion of
flowers which accompanied the
body.
There was a large attendance at the
funeral. The brethren of Rising Star
lodge, F. and A. M., of wrhich deceased
was a
member, attended in a body. The
were four members of the
l
lodge,
usual

A Reliable

Reiasty

FOR

CATARRH
Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
is
absorbed.
Gives Relief af Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the disputed membrane r*
: :ig from
away iUoLl in tbeilei
the E
'l :>te a
5 ) d*
pr’i/^ ala <
C a* 1 V i’ra i*•* » -** ii
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